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Abstract:We characterize compact eight-manifolds M which arise as internal spaces in N = 1
flux compactifications of M-theory down to AdS3 using the theory of foliations, for the case when
the internal part ξ of the supersymmetry generator is everywhere non-chiral. We prove that spec-
ifying such a supersymmetric background is equivalent with giving a codimension one foliation
F of M which carries a leafwise G2 structure, such that the O’Neill-Gray tensors, non-adapted
part of the normal connection and the torsion classes of the G2 structure are given in terms of
the supergravity four-form field strength by explicit formulas which we derive. We discuss the
topology of such foliations, showing that the C∗ algebra C(M/F) is a noncommutative torus
of dimension given by the irrationality rank of a certain cohomology class constructed from G,
which must satisfy the Latour obstruction. We also give a criterion in terms of this class for
when such foliations are fibrations over the circle. When the criterion is not satisfied, each leaf
of F is dense in M .
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Introduction
N = 1 compactifications of M -theory on eight-manifolds [1–5] hold particular interest due to
their potential relation to F-theory [6] and since they provide nontrivial testing grounds for
many physical and mathematical ideas. In this paper, we reconsider the class of supersym-
metric compactifications of eleven-dimensional supergravity down to AdS3 spaces — which was
pioneered in [4] — using the theory of foliations. Our purpose is to give a complete mathemat-
ical characterization of those oriented, compact and connected eight-manifolds M which satisfy
the corresponding supersymmetry conditions, in the case when the internal part of the super-
symmetry generator is everywhere non-chiral — thus providing a supersymmetric realization of
some of the ideas proposed in [7].
Using a combination of techniques from the theory of Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebras and of G-
structures, an everywhere non-chiral Majorana spinor ξ on M can be parameterized by a one-
form V whose kernel distribution D carries a G2 structure. We show that the condition that ξ
satisfies the supersymmetry equations is equivalent with the requirement that D is Frobenius
integrable (namely, a certain one-form proportional to V must belong to a cohomology class
specified by the supergravity four-form field strength G) and that the O’Neill-Gray tensors
of the codimension one foliation F which integrates D, the non-adapted part of the normal
connection of F as well as the torsion classes of the G2 structure of D, be given in terms of
G through explicit expressions which we derive. In particular, we find that the leafwise G2
structure is “integrable”, in the sense τ 2 = 0, i.e. that it belongs to the Fernandez-Gray class
W1 ⊕W3 ⊕W4 (in the notation of [8]) — a class of G2 structures which was studied in detail
in [9, 10]. More precisely, we find that this leafwise G2 structure is conformally co-calibrated,
thus being — up to a conformal transformation — of the type studied in [11]. Furthermore,
the field strength G can be determined in terms of the geometry of the foliation F and of the
torsion classes of its longitudinal G2 structure, provided that F and this G2 structure satisfy
some purely geometric conditions, the form of which we derive explicitly. These results complete
the analysis initiated by [4], giving a full solution to the problem via three theorems which we
prove rigorously.
We point out that existence of a nowhere-chiral Majorana spinor on M is obstructed by a
certain class having its origin in Novikov theory. We also discuss the topology of F , giving a
criterion in terms of G which allows one to decide when the leaves of F are compact or dense
in M and thus when it is possible to present F as a fibration over the circle. When F has dense
leaves, its leaf space admits a non-commutative geometric description in terms of a C∗ algebra
C(M/F) which is Morita equivalent with that of a non-commutative torus whose dimension is
determined by the four-form G.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 gives a brief review of the class of compactifica-
tions we consider. Section 2 discusses a geometric characterization of spin 1/2 Majorana spinors
on M which are nowhere-chiral and everywhere of norm one. It also gives the description of
such spinors through the Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra of M and a certain parameterization which is
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essential for the rest of the paper. Section 3 gives our equivalent characterizations of the super-
symmetry conditions, thus providing a complete geometric description of such supersymmetric
backgrounds; it also describes the Latour obstruction to the existence of solutions. Section 4
discusses the topology of the foliation F , giving a flux criterion for compactness of the leaves and
the non-commutative geometric model of its leaf space. Section 5 provides a brief comparison
with previous work, while Section 6 concludes. The appendices contain various technical details.
Notations and conventions. Throughout this paper, M denotes an oriented, connected
and compact smooth manifold (which will mostly be of dimension eight), whose unital commu-
tative R-algebra of smooth real-valued functions we denote by C∞(M,R). All vector bundles
we consider are smooth. We use freely the results and notations of [12–14], with the same con-
ventions as there. To simplify notation, we write the geometric product ⋄ of loc. cit. simply as
juxtaposition while indicating the wedge product of differential forms through ∧. If D ⊂ TM
is a Frobenius distribution on M , we let Ω(D) = Γ(M,∧D∗) denote the C∞(M,R)-module of
longitudinal differential forms along D. When dimM = 8, then for any 4-form ω ∈ Ω4(M), we
let ω±
def.
= 12 (ω ± ∗ω) denote the self-dual and anti-selfdual parts of ω (namely, ∗ω± = ±ω±).
This paper assumes some familiarity with the theory of foliations, for which we refer the reader
to [15–19].
1 Basics
We start with a brief review of the set-up, in order to fix notation. As in [4, 5], we consider
11-dimensional supergravity [20] on an eleven-dimensional connected and paracompact spin
manifold M with Lorentzian metric g (of ‘mostly plus’ signature). Besides the metric, the
classical action of the theory contains the three-form potential with four-form field strength
G ∈ Ω4(M) and the gravitino Ψ, which is a Majorana spinor of spin 3/2. The bosonic part of
the action takes the form:
Sbos[g,C] =
1
2κ211
∫
M
Rν − 1
4κ211
∫
M
(
G ∧ ⋆G+ 1
3
C ∧G ∧G) ,
where κ11 is the gravitational coupling constant in eleven dimensions, ν and R are the volume
form and the scalar curvature of g and G = dC. For supersymmetric bosonic classical back-
grounds, both the gravitino and its supersymmetry variation must vanish, which requires that
there exist at least one solution η to the equation:
δηΨ
def.
= Dη = 0 , (1.1)
where D denotes the supercovariant connection. The eleven-dimensional supersymmetry gener-
ator η is a Majorana spinor (real pinor) of spin 1/2 on M.
As in [4, 5], consider compactification down to an AdS3 space of cosmological constant
Λ = −8κ2, where κ is a positive real parameter — this includes the Minkowski case as the
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limit κ → 0. Thus M = N ×M , where N is an oriented 3-manifold diffeomorphic with R3
and carrying the AdS3 metric g3 while M is an oriented, compact and connected Riemannian
eight-manifold whose metric we denote by g. The metric on M is a warped product:
ds2 = e2∆ds2 where ds2 = ds23 + gmndx
mdxn . (1.2)
The warp factor ∆ is a smooth real-valued function defined onM while ds23 is the squared length
element of the AdS3 metric g3. For the field strength G, we use the ansatz:
G = ν3 ∧ f + F , with F def.= e3∆F , f def.= e3∆f , (1.3)
where f ∈ Ω1(M), F ∈ Ω4(M) and ν3 is the volume form of (N, g3). For η, we use the ansatz:
η = e
∆
2 (ζ ⊗ ξ) ,
where ξ is a Majorana spinor of spin 1/2 on the internal space (M,g) (a section of the rank 16
real vector bundle S of indefinite chirality real pinors) and ζ is a Majorana spinor on (N, g3).
Assuming that ζ is a Killing spinor on the AdS3 space (N, g3), the supersymmetry condition
(1.1) is equivalent with the following system for ξ:
Dξ = 0 , Qξ = 0 , (1.4)
where
DX = ∇SX +
1
4
γ(XyF ) +
1
4
γ((X♯ ∧ f)ν) + κγ(Xyν) , X ∈ Γ(M,TM)
is a linear connection on S (here∇S is the connection induced on S by the Levi-Civita connection
of (M,g), while ν is the volume form of (M,g)) and
Q =
1
2
γ(d∆)− 1
6
γ(ιfν)− 1
12
γ(F )− κγ(ν)
is a globally-defined endomorphism of S. As in [4, 5], we do not require that ξ has definite
chirality.
The set of solutions of (1.4) is a finite-dimensional R-linear subspace K(D, Q) of the infinite-
dimensional vector space Γ(M,S) of smooth sections of S. Up to rescalings by smooth nowhere-
vanishing real-valued functions defined on M , the vector bundle S has two admissible pairings
B± (see [14, 21, 22]), both of which are symmetric but which are distinguished by their types
ǫB± = ±1. Without loss of generality, we choose to work with B def.= B+. We can in fact take B
to be a scalar product on S and denote the corresponding norm by || || (see [12, 13] for details).
Requiring that the background preserves exactly N = 1 supersymmetry amounts to asking that
dimK(D, Q) = 1. It is not hard to check [12] that B is D-flat:
dB(ξ′, ξ′′) = B(Dξ′, ξ′′) +B(ξ′,Dξ′′) , ∀ξ′, ξ′′ ∈ Γ(M,S) . (1.5)
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Hence any solution of (1.4) which has unit B-norm at a point will have unit B-norm at every
point ofM and we can take the internal part ξ of the supersymmetry generator to be everywhere
of norm one.
Besides the supersymmetry equations (1.4), one has the Bianchi identity dG = 0, which
gives:
dF = df = 0 (1.6)
and one must impose the equations of motion1:
d ⋆G+
1
2
G ∧G = 0 (1.7)
for the supergravity three-form potential, where ⋆ is the Hodge operator of (M,g). It is not
hard to check that these amount to the following conditions, where ∗ is the Hodge operator of
(M,g):
e−6∆d(e6∆ ∗ f)− 1
2
F ∧ F = 0
e−6∆d(e6∆ ∗ F )− f ∧ F = 0 . (1.8)
Together with the supersymmetry conditions, it follows from the arguments of [23] that (1.8)
imply the Einstein equations. It was noticed in [4] that integrating the scalar part of the Einstein
equations:
e−9∆✷e9∆ + 72κ2 =
3
2
||F ||2 + 3||f ||2
implies, when κ = 0, that F and f must vanish identically on M (and thus G must vanish
identically on M) while ∆ must be constant on M . In that case Q = 0 and D = ∇S so
(1.4) reduce to the condition that ξ is covariantly constant on M , which implies that each of
the chiral components ξ±
def.
= 12(1 ± γ(ν))ξ must be covariantly constant (and thus of constant
norm). When ξ is chiral (i.e. when ξ+ = 0 or ξ− = 0), this means that (M,g) has holonomy
contained in Spin(7) (equaling Spin(7) iff. M is simply connected), while when ξ is nowhere
chiral (i.e. when both ξ+ and ξ− are nowhere vanishing), this means that (M,g) has holonomy
contained in G2 (equaling the latter iff. M has finite fundamental group).
Remarks.
1. In early work on N = 1 compactifications of M-theory on eight-manifolds [1–3], it was
assumed that the external space is Minkowski (thus κ = 0) and that the internal part ξ of
the supersymmetry generator is chiral everywhere. As recalled above following [4], classical
consistency of the compactifications of [1] requires that G vanishes and that ∆ is constant
on M , while the supersymmetry conditions imply that (M,g) has holonomy group con-
tained in Spin(7). This conclusion is modified at the quantum level if one includes [1–3] the
1We use the conventions of [12] for the Hodge operator, which are the standard conventions in the Mathematics
literature; these conventions are recalled in Appendix A.
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leading quantum correction in the right hand side of the equation of motion forG as well as
the leading correction to the Einstein equation. The first correction (which arises from the
M5-brane anomaly [24]) has the form βc Xˆ8, where c
def.
= 1
(2π)432213
is a dimensionless number
while β is a factor of order κ
4/3
11 and Xˆ8 =
1
128(2π)4
[
R4 − 14 (trR2)2
]
, where R is the curva-
ture form of g. The second correction has the form β 1√
|det g|
δ
δgAB
[√|det g|(J0 − 12E8)
]
,
where J0 and E8 are polynomials in the curvature tensor of g. This allows one [2, 3] to turn
on a small flux G of order κ
2/3
11 (with higher corrections controlled by the ratio between
the eleven-dimensional Planck length and the radius of the manifold M), thus slightly
perturbing a fluxless classical solution of the type R1,2 ×M , where M is a Spin(7) holon-
omy manifold; the argument of [4] no longer applies to the quantum-corrected Einstein
equations. Hence the framework of [1–3] only allows for small fluxes which are induced by
quantum effects, fluxes which are suppressed by powers of κ11.
2. In the present paper, as in [4, 5], we do not require that κ = 0 or that ξ be chiral. This ex-
tension of the framework of [1–3] allows for non-vanishing fluxes which are already present
in the classical limit and which need not be small/suppressed by powers of κ11. Unlike the
small fluxes considered in [1–3], our fluxes do not have a quantum origin and hence are
not constrained by the tadpole cancellation condition
∫
M F ∧ F = (2π
2)1/3
6 κ
4/3
11 χ(M). We
will in fact be considering only the case when ξ is everywhere non-chiral, so in this sense
we will be ‘maximally far’ from the classical limit of the framework discussed in [1–3].
As in [4], we do not need to (and will not) include quantum corrections in order to ob-
tain flux solutions, since the class of backgrounds we consider is already consistent at the
classical level in the presence of fluxes — unlike compactifications with κ = 0 and chiral
ξ. Notice that one has to consider compactifications down to spaces which are different
from 3-dimensional Minkowski space in order to have fluxes that are not suppressed in the
manner of those of [1–3].
3. The seemingly innocuous relaxation of the framework of [1] obtained by allowing a non-
chiral ξ and a non-vanishing κ increases dramatically the complexity of the problem.
Unlike the common sector backgrounds of type IIA/B theories 2, presence of the terms
induced by the four-form F in the connection D prevents one from expressing the latter as
the connection induced on S by a torsion-full, metric-compatible deformation of the Levi-
Civita connection of (M,g) — hence one cannot rely (as done, for example, in [25]) on
the well-understood theory of torsion-full metric connections (see [26] for an introduction).
Also notice that equations (1.4) are not of the form considered in [27, 28]. We will find,
however, that M admits a foliation which carries a leafwise G2 structure with τ 2 = 0 and
hence the approach of [9, 10] can be applied along the leaves of this foliation, in order
to produce a leafwise partial connection with totally antisymmetric torsion which governs
the intrinsic geometry of the leaves.
2Backgrounds where the Kalb-Ramond field strength H is nonzero, while all RR field strengths vanish.
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2 Characterizing an everywhere non-chiral normalized Majorana spinor
2.1 The inhomogeneous form defined by a Majorana spinor
Fixing a Majorana spinor ξ ∈ Γ(M,S) which is everywhere of B-norm one, consider the inho-
mogeneus differential form:
Eˇξ,ξ =
1
16
8∑
k=0
Eˇ
(k)
ξ,ξ ∈ Ω(M) , (2.1)
whose rescaled rank components have the following expansions in any local orthonormal coframe
(ea)a=1...8 of M defined on some open subset U :
Eˇ
(k)
ξ,ξ =U
1
k!
B(ξ, γa1...akξ)e
a1...ak ∈ Ωk(M) . (2.2)
The non-zero components turn out to have ranks k = 0, 1, 4, 5 and we have S(Eˇξ,ξ) = Eˇ(0)ξ,ξ =
||ξ||2 = 1, where S is the canonical trace of the Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra (see Appendix A). Hence:
Eˇ =
1
16
(1 + V + Y + Z + bν) , (2.3)
where we introduced the notations:
V
def.
= Eˇ
(1)
, Y
def.
= Eˇ
(4)
, Z
def.
= Eˇ
(5)
, bν
def.
= Eˇ
(8)
. (2.4)
Here, b is a smooth real valued function defined on M and ν is the volume form of (M,g), which
satisfies ||ν|| = 1; notice the relation S(νEˇξ,ξ) = b. On a small enough open subset U ⊂ M
supporting a local coframe (ea) of M , one has the expansions:
V =U B(ξ, γaξ)e
a , Y =U
1
4!
B(ξ, γa1...a4ξ)e
a1...a4 ,
Z =U
1
5!
B(ξ, γa1...a5ξ)e
a1...a5 , b =U B(ξ, γ(ν)ξ) . (2.5)
We have b = ||ξ+||2−||ξ−||2 and ||ξ+||2+||ξ−||2 = ||ξ||2 = 1, where ξ± def.= 12(1±γ(9))ξ ∈ Γ(M,S±)
are the positive and negative chirality components of ξ, which are global sections of the positive
and negative chirality sub-bundles S± of S (we have S = S+ ⊕ S−). Notice that the inequality
|b| ≤ 1 holds on M , with equality only at those p ∈M where ξp has definite chirality.
2.2 Restriction to Majorana spinors which are everywhere non-chiral
In this paper, we study only the case when ξ is everywhere non-chiral on M , i.e. the case
|b| < 1 everywhere. This amounts to requiring that each of the chiral components ξ± is nowhere-
vanishing — an assumption which we shall make from now on. It is well-known (see, for example,
[29, 30]) that the topological condition for existence on M of a nowhere-vanishing Majorana-
Weyl spinor ξ± of chirality ±1 (i.e. corresponding to the representations 8s and 8c of Spin(8))
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is that the following relation holds between the Euler number of M and the first and second
Pontryaghin classes p1, p2 of its tangent bundle:
χ(M) = ±1
2
∫
M
(p2 − 1
4
p21) .
Since we require that both chiral components ξ± of ξ must be everywhere non-vanishing, we
must hence have:
χ(M) =
∫
M
(p2 − 1
4
p21) = 0 . (2.6)
2.3 The Fierz identities
The conditions:
Eˇ2 = Eˇ , S(Eˇ) = 1 , τ(Eˇ) = Eˇ , |S(νEˇ)| < 1 (2.7)
amount [12] to the requirement that an inhomogeneous form Eˇ ∈ Ω(M) is given by (2.2) for some
normalized Majorana spinor ξ which is everywhere non-chiral; that spinor is in fact determined
up to a global sign factor by an inhomogeneous form Eˇ which satisfies (2.7). Expanding the first
condition in (2.7) into generalized products and separating ranks, one can analyze the resulting
system as in [12]. One finds [4, 12] that (2.7) is equivalent with the following relations which
hold on M :
||V ||2 = 1− b2 > 0 ,
ιV (∗Z) = 0 , ιV Z = Y − b ∗ Y
(ια(∗Z)) ∧ (ιβ(∗Z)) ∧ (∗Z) = −6〈α ∧ V, β ∧ V 〉ιV ν , ∀α, β ∈ Ω1(M) .
(2.8)
In fact, these equations (which generate the algebra of Fierz relations [12] of ξ) also hold on M
in the general case when the chiral locus is allowed to be non-empty [12] and they characterize
B-norm one Majorana spinors up to sign also in that case. Notice that the first relation in the
second row is equivalent with V ∧ Z = 0.
Remark. Let (R) denote the second relation (namely ιV Z = Y − b ∗ Y ) on the second row of
(2.8). Adding (R) to b times its Hodge dual and using the identity ∗ιV Z = V ∧ ∗Z shows that
(R) implies the following condition which was given3 in [4]:
(1− b2)Y = ιV Z + bV ∧ (∗Z) = ιV Z + b ∗ (ιV Z) . (2.9)
Notice that this last condition is weaker than (R) unless ξ is required to be everywhere non-
chiral. Indeed, subtracting b times the Hodge dual of (2.9) from (2.9) gives (1 − b2)ιV Z =
(1− b2)(Y − b ∗ Y ), which implies relation (R) only when |b| is different from one on all of M .
3The comparison with [4] can be found in Appendix D.
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2.4 The Frobenius distribution and almost product structure defined by V
Since V is nowhere-vanishing, it determines a corank one Frobenius distribution D = ker V ⊂
TM on M , whose rank one orthocomplement (taken with respect to the metric g) we denote by
D⊥. This provides an orthogonal direct sum decomposition:
TM = D ⊕D⊥
and thus defines an orthogonal almost product structure P ∈ Γ(M,End(TM)), namely the
unique g-orthogonal and involutive endomorphism of TM whose eigenbundles for the eigenvalues
+1 and −1 are given by D and D⊥ respectively. Equivalently, V provides a reduction of structure
group of TM from SO(8) to SO(7), where SO(7) acts on TpM at p ∈M as the isotropy subgroup
SO(Dp, gp|Dp) of Vp in SO(8). For later convenience, we introduce the normalized vector field:
n
def.
= Vˆ ♯ =
V ♯
||V || , ||n|| = 1 , (2.10)
which is everywhere orthogonal to D and generates D⊥. Thus D⊥ is trivial as a real line bundle
and D is transversely oriented by n. Since M itself is oriented, this also provides an orientation
of D which agrees with that defined by the longitudinal volume form ν⊤ = ιVˆ ν = nyν ∈ Ω7(D) =
Γ(M,∧7D) in the sense that:
Vˆ ∧ ν⊤ = ν .
We let ∗⊥ : Ω(D)→ Ω(D) be the Hodge operator along D, taken with respect to this orientation
of D:
∗⊥ ω = ∗(Vˆ ∧ ω) = (−1)rkωιVˆ (∗ω) = τ(ω)ν⊤ , ∀ω ∈ Ω(D) . (2.11)
We have:
∗ω = (−1)rkωVˆ ∧ ∗⊥ω .
Notice that D is endowed with the metric g|D induced by g, which, together with its orienta-
tion defined above, gives it an SO(7) structure as a vector bundle; this is the SO(7) structure
mentioned above.
Remark. As mentioned above, D is also transversely orientable, an orientation of its normal
line bundle D⊥ being given by the image of Vˆ through the vector bundle epimorphism λD :
T ∗M ։ (D⊥)∗ which is dual to the inclusion morphism D⊥ →֒ TM .
Proposition. Relations (2.7) are equivalent with the following conditions:
V 2 = 1− b2 , Y = (1 + bν)ψ , Z = V ψ , (2.12)
where ψ ∈ Ω4(D) is the canonically normalized coassociative form of a G2 structure on the
distribution D which is compatible with the metric g|D induced by g and with the orientation
of D discussed above.
We let ϕ
def.
= ∗⊥ψ ∈ Ω3(D) be the associative form of the G2 structure on D mentioned in the
proposition.
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Remark. We remind the reader that the canonical normalization condition for the associative
form ϕ (and thus also for the coassociative form ψ = ∗⊥ϕ) of a G2 structure on D is:
||ψ||2 = ||ϕ||2 = 7 . (2.13)
Notice the relations:
ϕ = ∗⊥ψ = ∗(Vˆ ∧ ψ) , ∗ ϕ = −Vˆ ∧ ψ , ∗ ψ = Vˆ ∧ ϕ ,
where we used the fact that ∗2⊥ = idΩ(D) while ∗2 = π, where π is the parity automorphism of
the Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra of (M,g) (see Appendix A).
Proof. Since we already know that (2.7) are equivalent with (2.8), it is enough to show that
(2.12) are equivalent with the latter.
1. (the direct implication) Let us assume that (2.8) hold. The first relation in (2.12) coincides
with the first equation in (2.8). Since V is nowhere vanishing, it is invertible as an element of
the Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra of (M,g), with inverse:
V −1 =
1
||V ||2V =
1
1− b2V ,
where we used the fact that V 2 = ||V ||2. Also notice that 1± bν is invertible, with inverse:
(1± bν)−1 = 1
1− b2 (1∓ bν) .
We define the 3-form:
ϕ
def.
=
1
||V || ∗ Z =
1√
1− b2Zν ∈ Ω
3(D) . (2.14)
The first equation on the second row of (2.8) gives ιV ϕ = 0, which means that ϕ can be viewed
as an element of Ω3(D). Hence the condition on the third row of (2.8) is equivalent with:
(ιαϕ) ∧ (ιβϕ) ∧ ϕ = −6〈α, β〉ν⊤ , ∀α, β ∈ Ω1(D) , (2.15)
which shows [31] that ϕ (when viewed as an element of Ω3(D)) is the canonically normalized
associative form of a G2 structure on the distribution D, which is compatible with the metric in-
duced by g on D and with the orientation of D discussed above. The corresponding coassociative
4-form along D is:
ψ
def.
= ∗⊥ϕ = ∗(Vˆ ∧ ϕ) = −ιVˆ (∗ϕ) =
1
||V ||2 ιV Z =
1
1− b2V Z ∈ Ω
4(D) , (2.16)
where we used the fact that V Z = ιV Z (since V ∧ Z = 0). Multiplying both sides of (2.16)
with V −1 gives the third relation in (2.12), which in turn implies ιV Z = (1 − b2)ψ, where we
used ||V ||2 = 1 − b2 and the fact that ιV ψ = 0 (since ψ ∈ Ω4(D)). Hence relation (2.9) (which
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is equivalent with the second equation on the second row of (2.8)) becomes the second equation
of (2.12).
2. (the inverse implication) Let us assume that (2.12) holds, with ϕ and ψ defined by a G2
structure on D. Then ιV ϕ = ιV ψ = 0 since ϕ,ψ ∈ Ω(D) while (2.15) holds (see [31]). Since
ιV ψ = 0, we have V ψ = V ∧ ψ and the third relation of (2.12) gives:
∗ Z = ∗(V ∧ ψ) = ||V || ∗⊥ ψ = ||V ||ϕ . (2.17)
In particular, the first relation on the second row of (2.8) is satisfied (because ιV ϕ = 0). Since
ιV ψ = 0, the third relation in (2.12) implies ιV Z = ||V ||2ψ, so the second relation of (2.12) is
equivalent with (2.9), which in turn is equivalent with the second relation on the second row
of (2.8). Since V 2 = ||V ||2, the first relation in (2.12) is equivalent with ||V ||2 = 1 − b2, which
recovers the first relation on the first row of (2.8). The observations above also immediately
imply that (2.15) is equivalent with the relation on the third row of (2.8). 
Corollary. We have:
||Z||2 = 7||V ||2 , ||Y ||2 = 7(1 + b2) .
Proof. Since ιV ψ = 0, the last relation of (2.12) gives ||Z||2 = ||V ||2||ψ||2 = 7||V ||2. Since ψ
and ν commute in the Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra of (M,g) and since ν2 = 1, the second relation
in (2.12) implies Y 2 = (1 + bν)2ψ = (1 + b2 + 2bν)ψ2. Since ψ is the coassociative form of G2
structure on D, identity (B.12) of Appendix B gives νψ2 = 6νψ + 7ν and hence S(νψ2) = 0.
Using (A.4) and (2.13), we find ||Y ||2 = 116S(Y 2) = 116(1+ b2)S(ψ2) = (1+ b2)||ψ||2 = 7(1+ b2).

2.5 The two step reduction of structure group
Since D is a sub-bundle of TM , the proposition shows that we have a G2 structure on M
which at every p ∈M is given by the isotropy subgroup G2,p of the pair (Vp, ϕp) in SO(8)p def.=
SO(TpM,gp). Hence we have a two step reduction along the inclusions:
G2,p →֒ SO(7)p →֒ SO(8)p ,
where SO(7)p
def.
= SO(Dp, gp|Dp) is the stabilizer of Vp in SO(8)p. Since the first reduction (along
SO(7)p →֒ SO(8)p) corresponds to the almost product structure P, we can equivalently describe
the second step (along the inclusion G2,p →֒ SO(7)p) as a reduction of the structure group of
the distribution D from SO(7) to G2.
2.6 Spinorial construction of the G2 structure of D
The orthogonal decomposition T ∗M = D∗⊕(D⊥)∗ induces an obvious monomorphism of Ka¨hler-
Atiyah bundles ∧D∗ →֒ ∧T ∗M . Composing this with the structural morphism γ : ∧T ∗M →
End(S) of S gives a morphism of bundles of algebras γD : ∧D∗ → End(S) which makes S into
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a bundle of modules over the Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra of (D, g|D) and thus into a bundle of real
pinors over the distribution D. We let:
J
def.
= γ(ν⊤) , D
def.
= γ(Vˆ ) . (2.18)
Since ν⊤ = ιVˆ ν = Vˆ ν while ν is twisted central, we have ν
2
⊤ = −1 and ν⊤ anticommutes with
Vˆ in the Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra of (M,g), namely Vˆ ν⊤ = −ν⊤Vˆ = ν. Furthermore, we have
Vˆ 2 = 1. These observations imply that J is a complex structure on S while D is a real structure
for J :
J2 = −idS , D2 = idS , DJ = −JD with γ(ν) = DJ .
Using J to view S as a complex vector bundle with rkCS = 8, we define the complex conjugate
of a section ξ ∈ Γ(M,S) through:
ξ¯
def.
= D(ξ) = γ(Vˆ )ξ .
Since ιVˆ ω = 0 for any ω ∈ Ω(D), we have Vˆ ω = π(ω)Vˆ while ν⊤ is central in the Ka¨hler-
Atiyah algebra of (D, g|D). This gives:
J ◦ γ(ω) = γ(ω) ◦ J , D ◦ γ(ω) = γ(π(ω)) ◦D , ∀ω ∈ Ω(D) . (2.19)
It follows that J and D are the canonical complex and real structures on the real pinor bundle
S over the seven-dimensional distribution D in the sense discussed in [14]. In particular, the
Majorana spinors (real spinors) over D, respectively the imaginary spinors over D are those
ξ ∈ Γ(M,S) which satisfy ξ¯ = ±ξ; they are the sections of rank eight real vector sub-bundles
S± ⊂ S defined as the bundle of ±1 eigen-subspaces of D = γ(Vˆ ) ∈ Γ(M,End(S)):
Γ(M,S±) = {ξ ∈ Γ(M,S)|γ(Vˆ )ξ = ±ξ} .
Relations (2.19) show that γ(ω) belongs to Γ(M,EndC(M)) for all ω ∈ Ω(D) and that it is a real
or purely imaginary endomorphism with respect to the real structure D according to whether
the rank of ω is even or odd:
γ(ω)(S±) ⊂ (S±) for ω ∈ Ωev(D) ,
γ(ω)(S±) ⊂ (S∓) for ω ∈ Ωodd(D) .
When viewed as a bundle of real pinors over D using the module structure given by γD, S has
four admissible pairings, each of which is determined up to rescaling by a nowhere-vanishing
real-valued function defined on M [21, 22]. The bilinear pairing B of S discussed in Section 1
(which arises when S is viewed as bundle of real pinors over M) has symmetry σB = +1 and
type ǫB = +1 and hence coincides with the second of these four admissible pairings — the one
which is denoted by B2 in [14]. Recall from [14, Section 3.3.2] that B2 has the same restriction
to S+ as the basic admissible pairing B0, while its restriction to S− differs from that of B0 by
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a minus sign. The complexification of the restriction B0|S+⊗S+ = B|S+⊗S+ gives a C-bilinear
pairing β on the complexified bundle S ≃ S+ ⊗OC (where OC denotes the trivial complex line
bundle on M) and we have [14]:
B(ξ, ξ′) = β(ξR, ξ
′
R) + β(ξI , ξ
′
I) , ∀ξ, ξ′ ∈ Γ(M,S) ,
where we used the decomposition into real and imaginary parts of ξ ∈ Γ(M,S):
ξ = ξR + JξI , ξR, ξI ∈ Γ(M,S+) .
It is not hard to show that ψ is given in terms of the spinor ξ through the relation:
ψ =
1
1 + b
Y + +
1
1− bY
−
where Y ± = Eˇ
(4)
ξ±,ξ± are the selfdual and anti-selfdual parts of Y . In terms of the unit norm
spinors η±
def.
=
√
2
1±bξ
± ∈ Γ(M,S±), we have Y ± = 12(1 ± b)Eˇ
(4)
η±,η± and since Eˇ
(4)
η±,η∓ = 0, we
find:
ψ=Eˇ
(4)
η0,η0=
1
4!
B(η0, γa1...a4η0)e
a1...a4=
1
4!
β(η0, γa1...a4η0)e
a1...a4 , with η0
def.
=
1√
2
(η++η−) ∈ Γ(M,S)
(2.20)
where we used the fact that γa1...a4(S+) ⊂ S+. It is not hard to check the relation:
ξ∓ =
1
1± bγ(V )ξ
± ,
which implies η∓ = D(η±) and hence:
η0 =
1√
2
(η+ + η+) =
1√
2
(η− + η−) ∈ Γ(M,S+) (2.21)
is a Majorana spinor (in the 7-dimensional sense) over D which is everywhere of norm one. It
is well-known [32, 33] that such a spinor determines a G2 structure on D which is compatible
with the metric and orientation of D and whose canonically normalized coassociative four-form
is given by (2.20). This shows how the G2 structure on D can be understood directly in terms
of spinors. In this approach, the cubic relation on the third row of (2.8) can be seen as a
mathematical consequence of the fact that ψ determines a G2 structure on the distribution D,
which is compatible with its metric and orientation induced from M .
Proposition. The restriction of 12 (idS+D) gives a bundle isomorphism from S
+ to S+, whose
inverse is given by the restriction of idS +DJ .
We remind the reader that S± denote the positive and negative chirality sub-bundles of S when
the latter is viewed as a bundle of real pinors over M .
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Proof. Let ξ ∈ ker(1+D)∩Γ(M,S+). Then Dξ = −ξ and γ(ν)ξ = +ξ. Thus JDξ = −ξ, which
implies Jξ = ξ and hence −ξ = J2ξ = ξ i.e. ξ = 0. It follows that ker(1+D)∩Γ(M,S+) = {0}.
Since D(idS + D) = idS + D, we have (1 + D)(S) ⊂ S+ and rank comparison shows that the
restriction of idS+D gives an isomorphism from S
+ to S+. SinceD|S+ = idS+ whileDJ = −JD,
we have 12(idS +D)(idS +DJ)|S+ = 12(idS +D − JD + J)|S+ = idS+. 
The proposition implies that η± are uniquely determined by η0 through relation (2.21):
η+ = (1 +DJ)η0 and η
− = D(η+) = (1−DJ)η0 .
As a consequence, ξ is determined by η0:
ξ± =
√
1± b
2
(1±DJ)η0 =⇒ ξ =
[√1 + b
2
(1 +DJ) +
√
1− b
2
(1−DJ)]η0 .
Notice that D and J are known if the bundle S+ of Majorana spinors over D is given, since
S is the complexification of S+. Let us assume that b is known. Since a G2 structure on D
determines [32] the orientation, metric and spin structure of D (thus also the vector bundle
S+ over M and its structure as a bundle of modules over the Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra of D) as
well as (up to a global sign ambiguity4) the normalized Majorana spinor η0 ∈ Γ(M,S+) over
D, it follows that such a structure also determines the vector bundle S (as the complexification
of S+) and (up to a sign) the normalized Majorana spinor ξ ∈ Γ(M,S) over M . The module
structure of S over the Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra of M is then determined by the module structure
of S+ over the Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra of D and by the fact that γ(Vˆ ) equals the real structure
of the complexification S of S+. Notice that orientation of M is determined by Vˆ and by the
orientation of D and that the metric ofM is determined by the metric of D and by the condition
that Vˆ has norm one and that it is orthogonal everywhere to D.
2.7 A non-redundant parameterization of ξ
The original quantities b, V, Y and Z of (2.3) provide a redundant parameterization of the spinor
ξ; explicitly, the second and third relation in (2.12) can be inverted as follows:
ψ =
1
1− b2V Z =
1
1− b2 (1− bν)Y (2.22)
and hence b, V, Y and Z satisfy the cubic relation:
(1− b2)Y = (1 + bν)V Z .
4A G2 structure determines a subgroup G2,p ⊂ SO(Dp, gp|Dp) for every p ∈ M . This has a unique lift
Gˆ2,p ⊂ Spin(Dp, gp|Dp) to a G2 subgroup of the universal cover Spin(Dp, gp|Dp). Since Gˆ2,p acts transitively on
the unit sphere in the real spinor representation ∆7,p ≃ S+,p ≃ R
7 of Spin(Dp, gp|Dp), it follows that G2,p is the
stabilizer of two unit norm spinors ηp ∈ S+,p and −ηp ∈ S+,p which differ by sign. By continuity, this implies that
the G2 structure of D defines a spinor η ∈ Γ(M,S+) which is determined up to a global sign factor (recall that
M is connected). Notice that this sign ambiguity cannot be removed. We thank A. Moroianu for correspondence
on this aspect.
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A better parameterization (in terms of b, V and ψ) is obtained by substituting (2.12) into (2.3):
Eˇ =
1
16
(1 + V + bν)(1 + ψ) = PΠ , (2.23)
where:
P
def.
=
1
2
(1 + V + bν) and Π
def.
=
1
8
(1 + ψ) (2.24)
are commuting idempotents in the Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra. Idempotency of P is equivalent with
the relation V 2 = 1−b2, while that of Π is equivalent with identity (B.12) of Appendix B, which
is satisfied by the coassociative form of any G2 structure on a vector bundle of rank 7. The
condition that P and Π commute in the Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra is equivalent with the identity
ιV ψ = 0. Knowing that ψ is the canonically normalized coassociative 4-form of a metric-
compatible G2 structure on D, equation (2.15) is satisfied by ϕ = ∗⊥ψ and (2.23) solve the
constraints (2.7), assuming that the first condition in (2.12) holds. Substituting this condition
into (2.23) gives a non-redundant parameterization of ξ in terms of the quantities (b, Vˆ , ψ):
Eˇ =
1
16
(1 +
√
1− b2Vˆ + bν)(1 + ψ) , (2.25)
which solves (2.7) provided that ψ is the canonically normalized coassociative form of a G2
structure on D and that ||Vˆ || = 1.
2.8 Parameterizing the pair (g, ξ)
Let ∧3posD∗ be the principal SL(7,R)/G2-bundle of positive D-longitudinal 3-forms, whose fiber at
a point is diffeomorphic with RP7×R28 (see [34]). A G2 structure on D which is compatible with
the orientation of D is specified by and specifies uniquely a section ϕ ∈ Ω3pos(D) = Γ(M,∧3posD∗).
Every ϕ ∈ Ω3pos(D) induces a metric gϕ on D which is uniquely determined by the condition
[31]:
||X ∧ Y ||2 = ||Xy(Y yϕ)||2 , ∀X,Y ∈ Γ(M,D) .
To say that the restriction g|D is compatible with the G2 structure induced by ϕ on D means
that g|D coincides with the metric gϕ. If one is further given a vector field n which is everywhere
transverse to D (in the sense that 〈n〉⊕D = TM , where 〈n〉 is the unit rank sub-bundle of TM
generated by n), then the metric g is uniquely determined by the triple (n,D, ϕ) through the
following conditions:
||n|| = 1 , g|D = gϕ and g(n,X) = 0 ∀X ∈ Γ(M,D) .
The longitudinal Hodge operator ∗ϕ : Ω(D) → Ω(D) of gϕ is completely determined by ϕ
(this is the restriction to D of the operator (2.11)) and hence ψ = ∗ϕϕ is also determined.
Furthermore, the volume form ν of M is determined by g and hence the inhomogeneous form
(2.23) is determined by the further choice of a function b ∈ C∞(M, (−1, 1)). As a consequence,
the spinor ξ is determined up to sign. Since ϕ determines [32] the orientation and spin structure
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of D (which, together with Vˆ , determine5 — up to a global sign ambiguity — the real spinor
(2.21)) and since n and D determine Vˆ , we find:
Proposition. The data (b, n,D, ϕ) determine the metric g on M , the spin structure and
orientation of M as well as the spinor ξ, where the latter is determined up to a sign ambiguity.
This proposition reduces the problem of finding pairs (g, ξ) such that ξ is a nowhere-chiral
Majorana spinor on (M,g) to the problem of finding quadruples (n,D, ϕ, b) where n is a nowhere-
vanishing vector field on M , D is a corank one Frobenius distribution on M which is everywhere
transverse to n (and which is endowed with the orientation induced from that of M using n),
ϕ is the associative form of a G2 structure on D and b is a smooth function defined on M and
satisfying |b| < 1.
Remark. Notice that the pair (n,D) determines Vˆ uniquely through the requirements D =
ker Vˆ and nyVˆ = 1. However, the pair (Vˆ , ψ) does not determine the metric g since the set
of solutions n ∈ Γ(M,TM) to the condition nyVˆ = 1 is an infinite-dimensional affine space
modeled on Γ(M,D) (where D = ker Vˆ ).
2.9 Two problems related to the supersymmetry conditions
We shall consider two different (but related) problems regarding equations (1.4):
Problem 1. Given f ∈ Ω1(M) and F ∈ Ω4(M), find a set of equations on the warp factor ∆
and on the quantities b, Vˆ , ψ appearing in the parameterization (2.25) which is equivalent with
the supersymmetry equations (1.4).
Problem 2. Find the necessary and sufficient compatibility conditions on the quantities ∆ and
b, Vˆ , ψ such that there exist at least one pair (f, F ) ∈ Ω1(M)×Ω4(M) for which dimK(D, Q) > 0,
i.e. such that (1.4) admits at least one non-trivial solution ξ 6= 0.
A solution of Problem 1 was already given in [12], but its geometric meaning was not
addressed in loc. cit. In this paper, we show that the equations on ∆, b, Vˆ and ψ which solve
Problem 1 can be expressed in geometric manner as equations which determine the geometry
of a codimension one foliation F of M (which carries a longitudinal G2 structure) in terms of f
and F . We also show that the compatibility conditions on ∆, b, Vˆ and ψ which solve Problem
2 can be expressed as admissibility conditions on this foliation and that those pairs (f, F ) for
which dimK(D, Q) > 0 can be parameterized by admissible foliations endowed with longitudinal
G2 structure.
5As shown above, we have γ(Vˆ ) = D where D is the canonical real structure [14] of the bundle of complex
spinors over D, which is the complexification of the bundle of Majorana spinors over D.
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3 Encoding the supersymmetry conditions through foliated geometry
In this section, we show that the supersymmetry conditions require thatD is Frobenius integrable
and hence that it determines a codimension one foliation F of M . As a consequence, the G2
structure of D becomes a leafwise G2 structure on this foliation. Furthermore, we show that
the supersymmetry conditions are equivalent with equations which determine (in terms of F, f
and ∆) the function b, the O’Neill-Gray tensors [17, 35, 36] of F (equivalently, they determine
the Naveira 3-tensor [37] of the almost product structure P) as well as the torsion classes of
the leafwise G2 structure and the normal covariant derivative of ψ. The results of this section
provide an “if and only if” characterization of such supersymmetric backgrounds (in the case
when the spinor ξ is everywhere non-chiral), taking into account the full information contained
in the supersymmetry conditions. We also discuss some topological obstructions for existence of
a solution to the supersymmetry conditions, which turn out to be encoded by the Latour class
[38] known from Novikov theory [39].
3.1 Expressing the supersymmetry conditions using the Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra
It was shown in [12] that the supersymmetry conditions (1.4) are equivalent with the following
equations for the inhomogeneous form Eˇ
def.
= Eˇξ,ξ of (2.3), where commutators [ , ]− are taken
in the Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra of (M,g):
∇mEˇ = −[Aˇm, Eˇ]− , (3.1)
QˇEˇ = 0 . (3.2)
The inhomogeneous differential forms Aˇm, Qˇ appearing in these relations are given by the
following expressions [12] in a local orthonormal frame em (defined over an open subset U ⊂M)
with dual coframe em:
Aˇm =U
1
4
emyF +
1
4
(em ∧ f)ν + κemν ,
Qˇ =U
1
2
d∆− 1
6
fν − 1
12
F − κν .
We shall refer to (3.1) as the covariant derivative constraints and to (3.2) as the Qˇ-constraints.
The fact that these relations are equivalent with (1.4) follows from the general theory of [12–
14], which clarifies the mathematical structure of the method of bilinears [40] and allows one
to automatically translate supersymmetry conditions (and generally any differential or alge-
braic equation on spinors) into relations such as (3.1) and (3.2), without having to appeal to
manipulations of gamma matrices. Defining:
S(k)m
def.
= [Aˇm, Eˇ]
(k)
− , (3.3)
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one finds upon separating ranks that the covariant derivative constraints (3.1) are equivalent
with the system:
∂mb = − ∗ S(8)m , ∇mV = −S(1)m ,
∇mY = −S(4)m , ∇mZ = −S(5)m . (3.4)
The expanded form of these conditions can be found in [12]. Equations (3.4) imply the exterior
differential relations:
dEˇ = −em ∧ [Aˇm, Eˇ]− (3.5)
and the exterior codifferential relations:
δEˇ = ιem
(
[Aˇm, Eˇ]−
)
. (3.6)
We refer the reader to [12] for the expanded form of these.
Remark. Notice that (3.5) and (3.6) are not equivalent (even when taken together) with the
initial differential system (3.4). This is because specifying the differential and codifferential of a
form does not in general suffice to fix the covariant derivative of that form; in particular, relations
(3.4) determine the full covariant derivative of the one-form V , which is not determined merely
by the differential and codifferential of V . We shall see explicitly how this occurs in subsection
3.6. Appendix D contains a comparison of (3.5) and (3.6) with certain exterior differential
formulas which have appeared previously in the literature.
3.2 Integrability of D. The foliations F and F⊥
As already noticed in [4], it turns out that the covariant derivative constraints (3.1), taken
together with the Qˇ-constraints (3.2) imply the conditions (see the first and second equations
in (D.7)):
dω = 0 , where ω
def.
= 4κe3∆V ,
ω = f − db , where b def.= e3∆b .
(3.7)
In particular, the one-form f must be closed, so the supersymmetry conditions imply the second
part of the Bianchi identities (1.6). Relations (3.7) imply that the closed form ω belongs to the
cohomology class of f . The first of these relations shows that the distribution D = kerV = kerω
is Frobenius integrable and hence that it defines a codimension one foliation F of M such that
D = TF . The complementary distribution is of course also integrable (since it has rank one),
determining a foliation F⊥ such that D⊥ = T (F⊥). The leaves of F⊥ are the integral curves of
the vector field n, which are orthogonal to the leaves of F (i.e., they intersect the latter at right
angles). The 3-form ϕ defines a leafwise G2 structure on F . The restriction S|L of the vector
bundle S to any given leaf L of F becomes the bundle of real pinors of L, while the restriction
of S+ becomes the bundle of Majorana spinors of the leaf (cf. Subsection 2.6). The topology
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of such foliations is discussed in Section 4. Since the considerations of the present section are
local, we can ignore for the moment the global behavior of the leaves6.
Figure 1. Local picture of the plaques of the foliations F and F⊥ inside some open subset of M .
3.3 Topological obstructions to existence of a nowhere-vanishing closed one-form
in the cohomology class of f
Notice that the cohomology class f ∈ H1(M,R) of f cannot be zero since otherwise the second
condition in (3.7) would require that ω = dα for some smooth map α : M → R. Since α
must attain its extrema on the compact manifold M , this would imply that ω vanishes at those
extrema, contradicting our requirement that V (and thus also ω) be nowhere-vanishing. Thus f
must be a non-trivial cohomology class and hence the first Betti number of M cannot be zero:
b1(M) > 0 . (3.8)
This condition is far from sufficient. To state further conditions on f, let us recall some facts
regarding the period morphism of an element of H1(M,R).
The period morphism and period group of f. Recall that integration of any representative
of f over closed paths provides a group morphism (called the period morphism) from the unbased
first homotopy group to the additive group of the reals:
perf : π1(M)→ R .
This factors through the map π1(M)
[ ]→ Htf1 (M,Z) which associates to each homotopy class
α ∈ π1(M) of a path its image [α] in the torsion-free part Htf1 (M,Z) of H1(M,Z):
perf(α) = per
′
f([α]) .
6Recall that the leaves of any foliation are injectively immersed submanifolds of M (hence they cannot have
self-intersections) and that every immersion is locally an embedding.
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The induced map per′f : H
tf
1 (M,Z) → R is called the reduced period morphism. The image
Πf of perf is a (necessarily free) Abelian subgroup of R called the group of periods of f while
the kernel Af of perf is a normal subgroup of π1(M) called the f-irrelevant subgroup. It is
obvious that Af contains the commutant subgroup [π1(M), π1(M)]. The corresponding subgroup
A′f = [Af] = ker(per
′f) of Htf1 (M,Z) ⊂ H1(M,Z) is called the f-irrelevant subgroup of the group
of one-cycles7.
The rank ρ(f)
def.
= rkΠf of the period group is called the irrationality rank of f. We have
ρ(f) = dimQΠf if Πf is viewed as a finite-dimensional subspace of R, when the latter is viewed
as an infinite-dimensional vector space over the field Q of rational numbers. Notice that:
ρ(f) ≤ b1(M) . (3.9)
Let us assume that f 6= 0 (which, as explained above, is always the case in our application).
Then Πf is a discrete subgroup of (R,+) iff. ρ(f) = 1, in which case Πf is infinite-cyclic (hence
isomorphic with Z), i.e. we have Πf = Zaf where af is the fundamental period of f, defined
through:
af
def.
= inf(Πf ∩ N∗) > 0 .
Here N∗ denotes the set N \ {0} of positive integers. This happens iff. there exists a positive
real number λ (for example, λ = 1af ) such that λf ∈ H1(M,Z) (equivalently, such that λf ∈
H1(M,Q)), in which case we say that f is projectively rational. When ρ(f) > 1, the period group
is a dense subgroup of (R,+) and hence inf(Πf∩N∗) = 0. In this case we say that f is projectively
irrational.
Letting b1
def.
= b1(M) and picking a basis c1, . . . , cb1 of the free Abelian group H
tf
1 (M,Z), we
have (in both cases mentioned above):
Πf = Zperf(c1) + . . .+ Zperf(cb1) ⊂ R .
In the projectively rational case this sum equals Πf = Zaf, since in that case we have perf(ci) =
νiaf for some (setwise) coprime integers ν1, . . . , νb1 . For the general case, let b1, . . . , bρ ∈ R
(where ρ
def.
= ρ(f)) be a basis of the vector space Qperf(c1) + . . . + Qperf(cb1) ⊂ R generated
by perf(ci) over Q. Then perf(ci) =
∑ρ
k=1 qikbk for some uniquely-determined rationals qik.
Clearing denominators, we have qik = qkmik for some uniquely determined positive rationals qk
and integers mik such that m1k, . . . ,mb1k are setwise coprime. Then Πf =
∑ρ
k=1 Zak, where the
real numbers ak
def.
= qkbk ∈ R are rationally independent and thus they also form a basis of Πf
over Q. It follows that the last sum is direct, i.e.:
Πf = Za1 ⊕ . . .⊕ Zaρ . (3.10)
7Recall that we have a canonical direct sum decomposition H1(M,Z) = H
torsion
1 (M,Z) ⊕ H
tf
1 (M,Z) since Z
is a principal ideal domain (PID). This decomposition follows from the structure theorem for finitely generated
modules over a PID (pi1(M,Z) and hence its Abelianization H1(M,Z) = pi1(M,Z)/[pi1(M,Z), pi1(M,Z)] are
finitely-generated since M is a compact manifold and thus has the homotopy type of a finite CW complex).
Hence we have a natural embedding of Htf1 (M,Z) into H1(M,Z).
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This shows how one can find a basis of Πf when the latter is viewed as a free Abelian group.
The necessary and sufficient conditions. Even on manifolds M which satisfy (2.6) and
(3.8), finding a nowhere-vanishing closed one-form lying in a cohomology class f imposes further
restrictions on that class and on the topology of M . The necessary and sufficient conditions are
known [38, 41, 42] for manifolds M of dimension greater than 5 (which is our case). Since they
are rather technical, we state them without giving any details, referring the reader to loc. cit.
as well as to [43, 44]. Let Mˆf be the integration cover of perf, i.e. the Abelian regular covering
space of M corresponding to the normal subgroup Af of π1(M). When dimM ≥ 6, a class
f ∈ H1(M,R)\{0} contains a nowhere-vanishing closed one-form iff. M is (±f)-contractible and
the Latour obstruction τL(M, f) ∈Wh(π1(M), f) vanishes. Here Wh(π1(M), f) is the Whitehead
group of the Novikov-Sikorav ring ̂Zπ1(M) in the sense of [38], the Novikov-Sikorav ring [45]
(see also [39, Subsection 3.1.5]) being a completion of the group ring Zπ1(M) with respect to a
certain norm induced by the period morphism perf. When f is a projectively rational class, these
conditions are equivalent [46] with those found in [41, 42], namely that the integration cover Mˆf
(which in that case is infinite cyclic) must be finitely-dominated and that the Farrell-Siebenmann
obstruction τF (M, f) ∈Wh(π1(M)) must vanish, where Wh(π1(M)) is the Whitehead group of
π1(M).
3.4 Solving the Qˇ-constraints
Recall form [12] that any inhomogeneous form decomposes uniquely as ω = ω⊥+ Vˆ ∧ω⊤, where
ω⊥ and ω⊤ are orthogonal to Vˆ and thus belong to Ω(D). Since F carries a leafwise G2 structure,
we can parameterize ω⊥ and ω⊤ for any pure rank form as recalled in Appendix B. In particular,
we have F = F⊥ + Vˆ ∧ F⊤ and f = f⊥ + Vˆ ∧ f⊤, where f⊤ ∈ Ω0(M), f⊥ ∈ Ω1(D), F⊤ ∈ Ω3(D)
and F⊥ ∈ Ω4(D). Relations (B.1), (B.2) of Appendix B give the parameterizations:
F⊥ = F
(7)
⊥ + F
(S)
⊥ where F
(7)
⊥ = α1 ∧ ϕ ∈ Ω47(D) , F (S)⊥ = −hˆklek ∧ ιelψ ∈ Ω4S(D)
F⊤ = F
(7)
⊤ + F
(S)
⊤ where F
(7)
⊤ = −ια2ψ ∈ Ω37(D) , F (S)⊤ = χklek ∧ ιelϕ ∈ Ω3S(D)
. (3.11)
Here α1, α2 ∈ Ω1(D) and hˆ, χ are leafwise covariant symmetric tensors, i.e. sections of the bundle
Sym2(D∗). Also recall from Appendix B that F (S)⊤ = F (1)⊤ + F (27)⊤ with F (1)⊤ ∈ Ω31(D) , F (27)⊤ ∈
Ω327(D), with a similar decomposition for F (S)⊥ . The last relations correspond to the decomposi-
tions of χ and hˆ into their homothety and traceless parts χ(0) and hˆ(0). Since ψ = ∗⊥ϕ = ∗ϕϕ is
determined by ϕ, relations (3.11) determine F in terms of Vˆ , ψ and of the quantities α1, α2, hˆ
and χ. The following result shows that the Qˇ constraints are equivalent with equations which
determine α1, α2 and trg(hˆ), trg(χ) in terms of ∆, b and f .
Theorem 1. Let ||V || = √1− b2. Then the Qˇ-constraints (3.2) are equivalent with the fol-
lowing relations, which determine (in terms of ∆, b, Vˆ , ψ and f) the components of F
(1)
⊤ , F
(1)
⊥
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and F
(7)
⊤ , F
(7)
⊥ :
α1 =
1
2||V ||(f − 3bd∆)⊥ ,
α2 = − 1
2||V || (bf − 3d∆)⊥ ,
trg(hˆ) = −3
4
trg(h) =
1
2||V ||(bf − 3d∆)⊤ ,
trg(χˆ) = −3
4
trg(χ) = 3κ− 1
2||V ||(f − 3bd∆)⊤ .
(3.12)
Remark. Notice that the Qˇ-constraints (3.2) do not determine the components F
(27)
⊤ and
F
(27)
⊥ .
Definition. We say that a pair (f, F ) ∈ Ω1(M) × Ω4(M) is consistent with a quadruple
(∆, b, Vˆ , ψ) if conditions (3.12) hold, i.e. if the Qˇ-constraints are satisfied.
Proof. Writing Eˇ = 116 (α+ β) and Qˇ =
1
12 (T − x), where:
α
def.
= V + Z = V (1 + ψ) ∈ Ωodd(M) , β def.= 1 + Y + bν = (1 + bν)(1 + ψ) ∈ Ωev(M) ,
x
def.
= F + 12κν ∈ Ωev(M) , T def.= 2(3d∆− ∗f) ∈ Ωodd(M)
and using the fact that the geometric product is even with respect to the Z2-grading of Ω(M)
given by the decomposition Ω(M) = Ωev(M)⊕Ωodd(M), the Qˇ-constraints (3.2) can be brought
to the form:
[
xV − T (1 + bν)]Π = 0 ,[
x(1 + bν)− TV ]Π = 0 , (3.13)
where (as mentioned before) the inhomogeneous form Π
def.
= 18 (1 + ψ) is an idempotent in the
Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra:
Π2 = Π ⇐⇒ (1 + ψ)2 = 8(1 + ψ) .
Since ν is twisted central in the Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra [12] while ιV ψ = 0, we have:
[ν, ψ]− = [V, ψ]− = 0 =⇒ [ν,Π]− = [V,Π]− = 0 .
On the other hand, V is invertible in the Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra, while ν is involutive (ν2 = 1).
Using these observations, we compute:
V (1 + bν)−1 =
V (1− bν)
||V ||2 =
(1 + bν)V
||V ||2 ,
[
(1 + bν)V
]−1
=
V (1− bν)
||V ||4
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and find that the two equations of (3.13) (and thus the Qˇ-constraints (3.2)) are both equivalent
with the single condition: [
x− T (1 + bν)V||V ||2
]
Π = 0 . (3.14)
Let
y
def.
=
T (1 + bν)V
||V ||2 =
TV (1− bν)
||V ||2 .
Separating (3.14) into components parallel and orthogonal to V , it becomes:
(x‖ − y‖)Π = (x⊥ − y⊥)Π = 0 , (3.15)
where:
y‖ = −
1
||V ||
[
Vˆ ∧ T + b(ιVˆ T )ν
]
, y⊥ =
1
||V ||
[
ι
Vˆ
T + b(Vˆ ∧ T )ν] .
Using the properties of Hodge duality, orthogonality and parallelism given in Appendix A, the
system (3.15) is found to be equivalent with:
[
x⊤ +
1
||V ||(T + bTν)⊥
]
Π =
[
x⊥ − 1||V || (T + bTν)⊤
]
Π = 0 . (3.16)
Since x⊥ = F⊥ while x⊤ = ιVˆ x = F⊤ + 12κ ∗ Vˆ , we find that (3.16) amounts to:
F⊤Π = − 1||V ||
[
(T + bTν)⊥ + 12κ ∗ V
]
Π ,
F⊥Π =
1
||V || ιVˆ (T + b ∗ T )Π .
One computes:
T + b ∗ T = 2[3d∆− bf + ν(f − 3bd∆)] ,
so that the system finally becomes:
F⊤Π = − 1||V ||
[
2(3d∆ − bf)⊥ + 2
[
6κ||V || − (f − 3bd∆)⊤
]
ν
⊤
]
Π ,
F⊥Π =
1
||V ||
[
2(3d∆ − bf)⊤ + 2(f − 3bd∆)⊥ν⊤
]
Π . (3.17)
Using the decomposition (3.11) of F and the right action of ψ (in the Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra)
on 3- and 4-forms given in (B.13)-(B.14) of Appendix B, equations (3.17) reduce to:
F⊤(1 + ψ) = −4α2 + 4F (7)⊤ + 3trg(χ)ϕ− 4α2 ∧ ψ + 3trg(χ)ν⊤ ,
F⊥(1 + ψ) = −4trg(hˆ) + 4ια1ϕ+ 4F (7)⊥ − 4trg(hˆ)ψ + 4 ∗⊥ α1 . (3.18)
Identifying the terms of equal ranks, we find that (3.18) (and hence the Qˇ-constraints (3.2)) are
equivalent with relations (3.12) of the Theorem. 
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3.5 Extrinsic geometry of F
As explained in Appendix C, the extrinsic geometry of F is described by the fundamental
equations:
∇nn = H (⊥ n) ,
∇X⊥n = −AX⊥ (⊥ n) ,
∇n(X⊥) = −g(H,X⊥)n+Dn(X⊥) ,
∇X⊥(Y⊥) = ∇⊥X⊥(Y⊥) + g(AX⊥, Y⊥)n ,
(3.19)
where H ∈ Γ(M,D⊥) encodes the second fundamental form of F⊥, A ∈ Γ(M,End(D)) is the
Weingarten operator of the leaves of F and Dn : Γ(M,D)→ Γ(M,D) is the derivative along the
vector field n taken with respect to the normal connection of the leaves of F⊥. The first and third
relations are the Gauss and Weingarten equations for F⊥ while the second and fourth relations
are the Weingarten and Gauss equations for F . Notice that Dn tells us how to transport tensors
(co)tangent to the leaves of F in the direction orthogonal to its leaves, while preserving the
metric induced on D = TF = N(F⊥). The O’Neill-Gray tensors [17, 35, 36] of the foliation F
can be expressed in terms of H and A through the relations:
TXY = TX⊥Y def.= (∇X⊥(Y⊥))‖ + (∇X⊥(Y‖))⊥ = [X⊥(g(n, Y )) +B(X⊥, Y⊥)]n+ g(n, Y )H
AXY = AX‖Y
def.
= (∇X‖(Y‖))⊥ + (∇X‖Y⊥)‖ = g(n,X)[−g(H,Y )n+ g(n, Y )H] ,
(3.20)
where:
B(X⊥, Y⊥)
def.
= g(AX⊥, Y⊥) = B(Y⊥,X⊥) (3.21)
is the scalar second fundamental form of F (see Appendix C). The Naveira tensor [37] of the
orthogonal almost product structure P defined by the pair of distributions (D,D⊥) can also be
expressed in terms of H and A through the formulas given in Appendix C. Notice that H and
A contain the same information as the O’Neill-Gray tensors/Naveira tensor and hence these
quantities fully characterize the extrinsic geometry of F . Let us examine some consequences of
the fundamental equations (3.19).
The covariant derivatives of Vˆ and V . The covariant derivative of the one-form Vˆ ∈
Ω(D⊥) (which is transverse to F) can be computed using the relation Vˆ = n♯, which implies
(∇X Vˆ ) = (∇Xn)♯ for any vector field X on M . Using the fundamental equations, we find:
∇nVˆ = H♯ , ∇X⊥ Vˆ = −(AX⊥)♯ . (3.22)
These relations imply:
dVˆ = Vˆ ∧H♯ , δVˆ = −trA . (3.23)
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Since ιVˆ (H♯) = g(n,H) = 0, the first equation above gives H♯ = (dVˆ )⊤ = ιVˆ dVˆ . A simple
computation now gives the following relations which express the covariant derivative of V :
(∇nV )⊤ = ∂n||V || , (∇jV )⊤ = ∂j||V ||
(∇nV )⊥ = ||V ||H♯ , (∇jV )⊥ = −||V ||(Aej)♯ .
(3.24)
Equations (3.24) give:
dV = Vˆ ∧ (||V ||H♯ − d⊥||V ||) = V ∧ (H♯ − d⊥ ln ||V ||) , δV = −∂n||V ||+ ||V ||trA . (3.25)
Remark. Notice that the differential and codifferential (3.23) of Vˆ determine H and trA but
they fail to determine the traceless part of A and hence they do not fully determine the covariant
derivative (3.22) of Vˆ . If H and A are known, then the space of solutions of (3.22) is an affine
space modeled on the kernel KB of the Bochner Laplacian ∇∗∇ on Ω1(M), thus KB is the space
of parallel one-forms onM . On the other hand, the space of solutions of (3.23) is an affine space
modeled on the kernel KH of the Hodge Laplacian dδ + δd on Ω1(M), thus KH is the space
of harmonic one-forms. Recall that the Bochner and Hodge Laplacians are related through the
Weitzenbock identity:
∇∗∇ = dδ+ δd +W ,
where the Weitzenbock operator W depends on the Riemann curvature tensor of g. We have
KB ⊆ KH , but, in general, the inclusion is strict. Hence, given H and A, the space of solutions
of (3.22) is generally8 smaller than the space of solutions to (3.23). Similar remarks of course
also apply to V .
The covariant derivative, exterior derivative and codifferential of arbitrary forms decompose into
components parallel and perpendicular to Vˆ according to the formulas given in Appendix C.
The normal covariant derivatives of ϕ and ψ. It is shown in Appendix C that the following
relations hold:
Dnϕ = 3ιϑψ , Dnψ = −3ϑ ∧ ϕ . (3.26)
where ϑ ∈ Ω1(D) can be determined using the first relations in each of the two columns of
(B.11):
ϑ = − 1
12
∗⊥ [ϕ ∧ ∗⊥(Dnψ)] = − 1
12
∗⊥ (ϕ ∧Dnϕ) . (3.27)
8If the Ricci tensor of M is positive semidefinite then all harmonic one-forms are covariantly constant by
Bochner’s theorem. This, however, need not be the case for our eight-manifolds M . Remember that we are
dealing with a flux compactification (hence the 11-manifold M is not Ricci flat, in fact its Ricci tensor is in
general indefinite by Einstein’s equations) and that we are considering warped product backgrounds (hence the
components of the Ricci tensor of M along TM differ from those of the Ricci tensor of TM by terms involving
the Hessian of the warp factor ∆ — and that Hessian is in general an indefinite bilinear form).
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3.6 Encoding the covariant derivative constraints through foliated geometry
In this Subsection, we prove the following result, which provides a solution to Problem 1 of
Subsection 2.9:
Theorem 2. Let ||V || = √1− b2 and suppose that (F, f) is consistent with the quadruple
(∆, b, Vˆ , ψ), i.e. that the Qˇ-constraints are satisfied. Then the covariant derivative constraints
(3.1) are equivalent with the following conditions:
1. The function b ∈ C∞(M, (−1, 1)) satisfies:
e−3∆d(e3∆b) = f − 4κ
√
1− b2Vˆ (3.28)
2. The fundamental tensors H and A of F and F⊥ are given by the following expressions in
terms of b, ψ and f, F :
H♯ =
2
||V ||α2 = −
1
||V ||2 (bf − 3d∆)⊥ ,
AX⊥ =
1
||V ||
[
(bχ
(0)
ij − h(0)ij )Xj⊥ei +
1
7
(
14κb− 8trg(hˆ)− 6b trg(χˆ)
)
X⊥
]
=
=
1
||V ||
[
(bχ
(0)
ij − h(0)ij )Xj⊥ei +
1
7
(
− 4κb+ 9||V ||(d∆)⊤ − 1||V ||(bf − 3d∆)⊤
)
X⊥
]
,
(3.29)
i.e. the covariant derivative of Vˆ is given by (3.22), where H and A are given by (3.29).
3. The one-form ϑ ∈ Ω(D) of (C.10) is given by the following relation in terms of ∆, b and f :
ϑ =
bα2 − α1
3||V || =
1
6||V ||2
[− (1 + b2)f + 6bd∆]
⊥
(3.30)
4. The torsion classes of the leafwise G2 structure (in the conventions of [34, 47]) are given
by the following expressions in terms of ∆, b and f, F :
τ 0 =
4
7||V || (b trg(hˆ)− trg(χˆ) + 7κ) =
4
7||V ||
[
4κ +
(1 + b2)f⊤ − 6b(d∆)⊤
2||V ||
]
,
τ 1 = −3
2
(d∆)⊥ ,
τ 2 = 0 ,
τ 3 =
1
||V ||(χ
(0)
ij − bh(0)ij )ei ∧ ιejϕ =
1
||V ||(F
(27)
⊤ − b ∗⊥ F (27)⊥ ) .
(3.31)
In particular, the leafwise G2 structure is integrable (we have τ 2 = 0), i.e. it belongs to
the class W1 ⊕W3 ⊕W4 of the Fernandez-Gray classification [8].
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Remarks.
1. Notice that Condition 2 of the theorem constrains the covariant derivative of Vˆ and not
simply its exterior differential and codifferential (which are given by (3.23)). As remarked
in Subsection 3.5, conditions (3.23) (with H and A given in (3.29)) are weaker than Condi-
tion 2 itself and hence they do not suffice to insure that the background is supersymmetric
if F and f are fixed.
2. If ea is a local orthonormal frame of M such that e1 = n
def.
= Vˆ ♯ and with dual coframe ea
(thus ea = Vˆ )), then the second relation in (3.29) gives:
B(ei, ej)
def.
= g(ei, Aej) = Aij =
1
||V ||
(− h(0)ij + bχ(0)ij )+ 17tr(A)gij ,
where:
trA =
1
||V ||
(
14κb − 8trg(hˆ)− 6b trg(χˆ)
)
and, from (B.3), one has:
h
(0)
ij = −
1
4
[
〈ιeiϕ, ιej (∗⊥F (27))〉+ (i↔ j)
]
,
χ
(0)
ij = −
1
4
[
〈ιeiϕ, ιejF (27)〉+ (i↔ j)
]
.
Notice that the Weingarten tensor A is completely determined in terms of F, f and b.
3. In general, neither H nor A (equivalently, B) vanish. Hence Reinhart’s criterion (see [17,
Theorem 5.17, p. 46]) tells us that, in general, neither F nor F⊥ are Riemannian foliations
(i.e. g is not a bundle-like metric for any of these foliations).
4. Since the leafwise G2 structure has τ 2 = 0, the results of [9] insure existence of a unique
metric but torsion-full leafwise partial connection ∇c : Γ(M,D) × Γ(M,D) → Γ(M,D)
which has ‘totally antisymmetric torsion tensor’ (corresponding through the musical iso-
morphism to a 3-form T ∈ Ω3(D)) and which is adapted to the G2 structure:
∇cX⊥ϕ = 0 , ∀X⊥ ∈ Γ(M,D) .
Furthermore, the spinor η0 of (2.21) satisfies ∇cη0 = 0 (see [32]) and the torsion form T
and curvature of ∇c can be computed using the formulas given in [9, 10]. Since τ 1 is exact,
the leafwise G2 structure is conformally co-calibrated (a.k.a. conformally co-closed). In
fact, the conformal transformation (B.7) with α = 32∆ gives:
g′ij = e
3∆gij , ϕ
′ = e
9∆
2 ϕ , ψ′ = e6∆ψ ,
τ ′0 = e
3∆
2 τ 0 , τ
′
1 = τ
′
2 = 0 , τ
′
3 = e
3∆
2 τ 3 ,
so the conformally transformed G2 structure satisfies d⊥ψ
′ = 0 i.e. δ′⊥ϕ
′ = 0. Co-
calibrated G2 structures were studied in [11].
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Proof of Theorem 2. The rest of this Subsection is devoted to proving Theorem 2. We warn
the reader that we give only the major steps of most computations and that performing some
of the simplifications afforded by the G2 structure identities of Appendix B is very tedious. We
used the package Ricci [48] for Mathematica R©, which we acknowledge here. Throughout the
proof, we consider a local orthonormal frame of M such that e1 = n = Vˆ
♯.
Step 1. The covariant derivative constraints in the non-redundant parameterization.
Using the identities of Appendix (A) and (B), one can compute the explicit forms of S
(1)
m and
S
(8)
m , finding that the two equations of (3.4) which determine ∂mb and ∇mV take the following
form, in which F was eliminated using the solution of the Qˇ-constraints given in Theorem 1:
∂nb = − ∗ S(8)1 = ||V ||
(
2κ− 2trg(χˆ)
)
,
∂jb = − ∗ S(8)j = 2||V ||ejyα1 ,
(3.32)
respectively:
∇nV = −S(1)1 = 2α2 −
(
2κb− 2b trg(χˆ)
)
Vˆ ,
∇jV = −S(1)j =
[
h
(0)
ij − bχ(0)ij −
1
7
(
14κb− 8trg(hˆ)− 6b trg(χˆ)
)
gij
]
ei − 2b(ejyα1)Vˆ .
(3.33)
In the non-redundant parameterization (2.23), one finds, after some computations, that the two
equations of (3.4) which express ∇mY and ∇mZ are equivalent with the relations:
∇mψ = − V||V ||2 [−S
(1)
m ψ + S
(3)
m + S
(5)
m ] , ∇mψ = −
V
||V ||2 (1− bν)[S
(4)
m − S(8)m ψ] , (3.34)
which appear to impose the algebraic integrability condition:
−S(1)m ψ + S(3)m + S(5)m = (1− bν)[S(4)m − S(8)m ψ] .
A rather lengthy direct computation shows that this integrability condition is in fact automati-
cally satisfied and thus provides no new conditions on the fluxes. Then (3.34) can be written in
the equivalent form (D.9) given in Appendix D upon separating the parts orthogonal and par-
allel to V . Using the solution (3.11), (3.12) of the Q-constraints and the G2 structure identities
given in Appendix D, one finds after a lengthy computation that (D.9) simplifies to:
(∇nψ)⊤ = − 2||V || ια2ψ =
1
||V ||2 ι(bf⊥−3(d∆)⊥)ψ ,
(∇nψ)⊥ = α1 − bα2||V || ∧ ϕ =
(1 + b2)f⊥ − 6b(d∆)⊥
2||V ||2 ∧ ϕ ,
(∇jψ)⊤ = 1||V ||
[
− h(0)ij + bχ(0)ij +
1
7
(
14κb− 8trg(hˆ)− 6b trg(χˆ)
)
gij
]
ιeiψ ,
(∇jψ)⊥ = 3
2
(d∆)⊥ ∧ ιejψ −
3
2
ej ∧ ι(d∆)⊥ψ −
1
||V ||
[
bh
(0)
ij − χ(0)ij +
1
7
(
b trg(hˆ)− trg(χˆ) + 7κ
)
gij
]
ei ∧ ϕ .
(3.35)
In conclusion, the covariant derivative constraints (3.1) are equivalent, modulo the Qˇ-constraints,
with equations (3.32), (3.33) and (3.35). Direct computation using the first and last relation in
(3.12) shows that the system (3.32) is equivalent with relation (3.28).
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Remark. Using these equations, one can also compute the covariant derivative of ϕ and the
explicit form of the exterior differential and codifferential constraints (3.5) and (3.6), which are
given in Appendix D.
Step 2. Extracting H and A.
Lemma. Assume that ||V ||2 = 1− b2. Then:
1. The second equation on the first row of (3.4) (the covariant derivative constraint for V ) is
equivalent with the following relations:
H♯ = − 1||V || [S
(1)
1 ]⊥ , (Aej)♯ =
1
||V || [S
(1)
j ]⊥ ,
b∂mb
||V || = [S
(1)
m ]⊤ . (3.36)
2. Modulo the first equation in (3.4) (i.e. the covariant differential constraints for b), the last
relation in (3.36) is equivalent with the following algebraic condition for S(1) and S(8):
[S(1)m ]⊤ = −
b
||V || ∗ S
(8)
m . (3.37)
3. Condition (3.37) is automatically satisfied when S
(1)
m and S
(8)
m are given by expressions (3.32)
and (3.33). Furthermore, the first two equations in (3.36) take the form (3.29) when substituting
these expressions for S
(1)
m and S
(8)
m . Hence the first row of (3.4) is equivalent, modulo the Qˇ-
constraints, with the first two equations in (3.29) and the first equation in (3.4), which in turn
is equivalent with (3.32) and with (3.28).
Proof. The first statement follows by separating the ‘top‘ and ‘perp‘ parts of the covariant
derivative constraint for V given in (3.4) and comparing with (3.24) while using the relation
∂m||V || = − b∂mb||V || , which is implied by the condition ||V ||2 = 1− b2. The second statement now
follows upon eliminating ∂mb from the third relation in (3.36) by using the differential constraint
for b given in (3.4). The remaining statements of the lemma follow by direct computation. 
Step 3. Extracting the normal and longitudinal covariant derivatives of ψ. Applying
(C.3) for ω = ψ, we find the following:
• The first and third equation of (C.3) for ω = ψ are equivalent respectively with the first
and third equation of (3.35) upon using expressions (3.29) for H and A.
• The second equation of (C.3) for ω = ψ agrees with the second equation of (3.35) provided
that the normal covariant derivative of ψ is given by:
Dnψ =
α1 − bα2
||V || ∧ ϕ . (3.38)
Relation (3.38) determines the one-form ϑ of (C.10). Comparing with the second equation
of (3.26) gives (3.30).
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• The last equation of (C.3) for ω = ψ agrees with the second equation of (3.35) provided
that the induced covariant derivative of ψ along the leaves of the foliation is given by:
∇⊥j ψ =
3
2
(d∆)⊥∧ιejψ−
3
2
ej∧ι(d∆)⊥ψ−
1
||V ||
[
bh
(0)
ij −χ(0)ij +
1
7
(
b trg(hˆ)− trg(χˆ) + 7κ
)
gij
]
ei∧ϕ .
(3.39)
Hence the entire system (3.35) of covariant derivative constraints for ψ is equivalent with equa-
tions (3.29) taken together with (3.38) and (3.39).
Step 4. Encoding the longitudinal covariant derivative of ψ through the torsion
forms of the leafwise G2-structure. Relation (3.39) can be expressed in a simpler equivalent
form using the fact [8] that the covariant derivative of the associative and/or coassociative
forms of a manifold with G2 structure (taken with respect to the Levi-Civita connection of the
corresponding metric) is completely specified by the torsion classes of that G2 structure. The
torsion forms τ 0 ∈ Ω01(D), τ 1 ∈ Ω17(D), τ 2 ∈ Ω214(D) and τ 3 ∈ Ω327(D) of the leafwise G2
structure (in the conventions of [34, 47]) are uniquely determined by relations (B.4) and hence
can be extracted by computing the differentials of ψ and ϕ starting from equation (3.39), which
gives:
d⊥ψ = e
j ∧ (∇jψ)⊥ = −6(d∆)⊥ ∧ ψ ,
and:
d⊥ϕ = e
j ∧ (∇jϕ)⊥ = − ∗⊥ [ιej (∇jψ)⊥] = ∗⊥δ⊥ψ =
= −9
2
(d∆)⊥ ∧ ϕ+ 4
7||V ||
(
b tr(hˆ)− trg(χˆ) + 7κ
)
ψ +
1
||V || ∗⊥ (F
(27)
⊤ − b ∗ F (27)⊥ ) .
Comparing with (B.4) gives relations (3.31). The results of [8] assure us that equation (3.39) is
equivalent with conditions (B.4), where the torsion classes are given by (3.31). Theorem 2 now
follows by combining the previous statements. 
3.7 The exterior derivatives of ϕ and ψ and the differential and codifferential of V
Applying (C.5) to the longitudinal forms ϕ ∈ Ω3(D) and ψ ∈ Ω4(D) gives:
(dϕ)⊤ = Dnϕ−Ajkej ∧ ιekϕ , (dϕ)⊥ = d⊥ϕ = τ 0ψ + 3τ 1 ∧ ϕ+ ∗⊥τ 3 ,
(dψ)⊤ = Dnψ −Ajkej ∧ ιekψ , (dψ)⊥ = d⊥ψ = 4τ 1 ∧ ψ + ∗⊥τ 2 . (3.40)
The second relations in each row above show that (dϕ)⊥ and (dψ)⊥ determine the torsion
classes of the leafwise G2 structure. Decomposing the first relation in each row according to the
irreducible components of the G2 action on ∧3D∗ and ∧4D∗, we find:
(dϕ)
(1)
⊤ = −
3
7
(trA)ϕ , (dϕ)
(7)
⊤ = Dnϕ , (dϕ)
(27)
⊤ = −A(0)jk ej ∧ ιekϕ ,
(dψ)
(1)
⊤ = −
4
7
(trA)ψ , (dψ)
(7)
⊤ = Dnψ , (dψ)
(27)
⊤ = −A(0)jk ej ∧ ιekψ . (3.41)
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which shows that any of (dϕ)⊤ or (dψ)⊤ suffices to determine the Weingarten tensor A as well
as ϑ.
Remark. One might imagine that the remark above obsoletes the need for the analysis of the
full covariant derivatives which we carried out in the proof of Theorem 2 — since the differential
and codifferential of ϕ and ψ determine A,ϑ and the torsion classes of the leafwise G2 structure,
while the differential of Vˆ determines H (see (3.23)), one might be tempted to think that one
could use them from the outset and forget about the full covariant derivatives of ϕ and ψ.
This, however, would be insufficient to prove a result such as Theorem 2, since it is not clear a
priori that there are no supplementary algebraic constraints imposed by the full supersymmetry
conditions (3.1) and (3.2). The point of Theorem 2 is that it gives an equivalent geometric
characterization of the supersymmetry conditions, without loosing any information contained
in the latter. Notice also that the supersymmetry conditions determine the covariant derivative
(3.24) of V if f and F are given (since they determine H and A as well as ∂mb). This is
stronger than simply determining the differential and codifferential of V . In fact, the covariant
derivatives:
∇nV = 2α2 + 2b
(
trg(χˆ)− κ
)
Vˆ , (3.42)
∇jV = −2b(ejyα1)Vˆ +
[
h
(0)
ij − bχ(0)ij −
1
7
(
14κb − 8trg(hˆ)− 6b trg(χˆ)
)
gij
]
ei
depend explicitly on the fluxes f and F (through the tensors hˆ, χˆ) while the differential and
codifferential of V :
dV = 3V ∧ (d∆)⊥ ,
δV = −8κb+ 12||V ||(d∆)⊤ (3.43)
depend only on b (equivalently, on ||V ||) and on ∆ and n.
3.8 Eliminating the fluxes
The following result gives the set of conditions equivalent with the existence of at least one
non-trivial solution ξ of (1.4) which is everywhere non-chiral, while expressing f and F in terms
of ∆ and of the quantities b, Vˆ and ϕ of (2.25). This solves Problem 2 of Subsection 2.9.
Theorem 3. The following statements are equivalent:
(A) There exist f ∈ Ω1(M) and F ∈ Ω4(M) such that (1.4) admits at least one non-trivial
solution ξ which is everywhere non-chiral (and which we can take to be everywhere of norm
one).
(B) There exist ∆ ∈ C∞(M,R), b ∈ C∞(M, (−1, 1)), Vˆ ∈ Ω1(M) and ϕ ∈ Ω3(M) such that:
1. ∆, b, Vˆ and ϕ satisfy the conditions:
||Vˆ || = 1 , ιVˆ ϕ = 0 . (3.44)
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Furthermore, the Frobenius distribution D def.= ker Vˆ is integrable and we let F be the
foliation which integrates it.
2. The quantities H, trA and ϑ of the foliation F are given by:
H♯ =
2
||V ||α2 = −
b
||V ||2 (db)⊥ + 3(d∆)⊥ =
d⊥||V ||
||V || + 3(d∆)⊥ ,
trA = 12(d∆)⊤ − b(db)⊤||V ||2 − 8κ
b
||V || = 12∂n∆+
∂n||V || − 8κb
||V || ,
ϑ = − 1 + b
2
6||V ||2 (db)⊥ +
b
2
(d∆)⊥ .
(3.45)
3. ϕ induces a leafwise G2 structure on F whose torsion classes satisfy:
τ 0 =
4
7||V ||
[
2κ(3 + b2)− 3b
2
||V ||(d∆)⊤ + 1 + b
2
2||V || (db)⊤
]
,
τ 1 = −3
2
(d∆)⊥ ,
τ 2 = 0 .
(3.46)
In this case, the forms f and F are uniquely determined by b,∆, V and ϕ. Namely, the one-form
f is given by:
f = 4κV + e−3∆d(e3∆b) , (3.47)
while F is given as follows:
(a) We have F
(1)
⊤ =
3
7trg(χ)ϕ = −47trg(χˆ)ϕ and F
(1)
⊥ = −47trg(hˆ)ψ, with:
trg(hˆ) = −3||V ||
2
(d∆)⊤ + 2κb+
b
2||V ||(db)⊤ , trg(χˆ) = κ−
1
2||V || (db)⊤ (3.48)
(b) We have F
(7)
⊤ = −ια2ψ and F (7)⊥ = α1 ∧ ϕ, with:
α1 =
1
2||V || (db)⊥ , α2 = −
b
2||V ||(db)⊥ +
3||V ||
2
(d∆)⊥ =
d⊥||V ||
||V || +
3||V ||
2
(d∆)⊥
(3.49)
(c) We have:
h
(0)
ij = −
b
4||V || [〈eiyϕ, ejyτ 3〉+ (i↔ j)]−
1
||V ||A
(0)
ij =
b
||V || tij −
1
||V ||A
(0)
ij ,
χ
(0)
ij = −
1
4||V || [〈eiyϕ, ejyτ 3〉+ (i↔ j)]−
b
||V ||A
(0)
ij =
1
||V || tij −
b
||V ||A
(0)
ij ,
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(where in the last equalities we used relation (B.6)), i.e.:
F
(27)
⊥ = −h(0)ij ei ∧ ιejψ =
b
||V || ∗⊥ τ 3 +
1
||V ||A
(0)
ij e
i ∧ ιejψ ,
F
(27)
⊤ = χ
(0)
ij e
i ∧ ιejϕ =
1
||V ||τ 3 −
b
||V ||A
(0)
ij e
i ∧ ιejϕ , (3.50)
where A(0) is the traceless part of the Weingarten tensor of F while τ 3 is the rank 3 torsion
class of the leafwise G2 structure.
Remarks.
1. We show in Appendix D that (3.48) and (3.49) are equivalent with [4, eqs. (3.20), (3.21)].
Notice that loc. cit. does not give the component F (27), which we give here explicitly (see
relation (3.50)).
2. Using (3.25) as well as the identities:
e−3∆d(e3∆V ) = dV − 3V ∧ d∆ , e−12∆δ(e12∆V ) = δV − 12||V ||∂n∆ ,
it is easy to check that the first and second conditions in (3.45) are equivalent with the
following two equations for V :
d(e3∆V ) = 0
e−12∆δ(e12∆V ) + 8κb = 0
, (3.51)
where the second equation in (3.51) can also be written as follows upon using an orthonor-
mal frame with e1 = n:
e−12∆∂n(e
12∆
√
1− b2) = 8κb .
Since the first relation in (3.51) implies integrability of D, it follows that this condition
stated in point (B.1) of the theorem is in fact implied by the conditions stated in point
(B.2). It turns out that conditions (3.51) coincide with [5, eqs. (3.16)], since it is possible
to show 9 that the quantity denoted by L in loc. cit. is given by L = 11+bV .
3. The theorem allows one to determine the metric g as follows. First notice that (3.51) can
be written as:
− ∂n||V ||+ 8κb = 12||V ||∂n∆ ,
− d⊥||V ||||V || = 3(d∆)⊥ − nydVˆ .
(3.52)
If n and D are given, then Vˆ is uniquely determined by the conditions:
ker Vˆ = D , nyVˆ = 1 (3.53)
9The full comparison with the approach of [5] can be found in [49].
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and (3.52) can be used to determine ∆ if b is given or to determine b if ∆ is given. Now
suppose that ∆, F , n and a leafwise G2 structure along F are given, where n is a vector
field onM which is everywhere transverse to F and where the torsion classes of the leafwise
G2 structure satisfy (3.46). Then D = TF and Vˆ is determined by (3.53). The system
(3.52) can be used to determine b and hence ||V ||2 and V , which in turn fixes the restriction
of the metric g to the foliation F⊥ which integrates the vector field n. The restriction of
the metric on F (and hence the metric on M) is then determined by the associative form
ϕ of the leafwise G2 structure through relation (2.15). Using these observations, one can
formulate the mathematical problem of studying our backgrounds in a metric-free manner,
namely as a problem of foliations which can be defined by a closed one form and which
are endowed with longitudinal G2 structures satisfying the version of the conditions listed
in point 3 of the theorem which is obtained by expressing b as the solution of (3.52). This
approach could be used to construct examples of such foliations.
Proof. Using relations (3.32), we extract α1 and trg(χˆ):
α1 =
1
2||V || (db)⊥ , trg(χˆ) = κ−
1
2||V ||(db)⊤ . (3.54)
Substituting these relations into the first and fourth relations of (3.12), we find the following
expressions for the components of the 1-form flux:
f⊥ = (db)⊥ + 3b(d∆)⊥ ,
f⊤ = 3b(d∆)⊤ + (db)⊤ + 4κ||V || . (3.55)
The second and third relations in (3.12) become:
α2 = − b
2||V ||(db)⊥ +
3||V ||
2
(d∆)⊥ ,
trg(hˆ) = −3||V ||
2
(d∆)⊤ + 2κb+
b
2||V ||(db)⊤ . (3.56)
Substituting (3.55) and (3.56) into (3.29) gives:
H♯ =
2
||V ||α2 = −
b
||V ||2 (db)⊥ + 3(d∆)⊥ , (3.57)
B(ei, ej)
def.
= g(ei, Aej) = Aij =
1
||V ||(bχ
(0)
ij − h(0)ij ) +
1
7
[
12(d∆)⊤ − b(db)⊤||V ||2 −
8κb
||V ||
]
gij ,
where the traceless symmetric tensors can be expressed from relations (3.50) and (B.3) as follows:
h
(0)
ij = −
1
4
[
〈ιeiϕ, ιej (∗⊥F (27)⊥ )〉+ (i↔ j)
]
= − b
4||V || [〈ιeiϕ, ιejτ 3〉+ (i↔ j)] −
1
||V ||A
(0)
ij ,
χ
(0)
ij = −
1
4
[
〈ιeiϕ, ιejF (27)⊤ 〉+ (i↔ j)
]
= − 1
4||V || [〈ιeiϕ, ιejτ 3〉+ (i↔ j)] −
b
||V ||A
(0)
ij . (3.58)
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Using (3.54), (3.55) and (3.56), the covariant derivatives (3.35) and (D.10) of ψ become:
(∇nψ)⊤ = − 2||V || ια2ψ =
b
||V ||2 ι(db)⊥ψ − 3ι(d∆)⊥ψ ,
(∇nψ)⊥ = α1 − bα2||V || ∧ ϕ =
[(1 + b2)
2||V ||2 (db)⊥ −
3b
2
(d∆)⊥
]
∧ ϕ , (3.59)
(∇jψ)⊤ = 1||V ||
[
− h(0)ij + bχ(0)ij +
1
7
(
12||V ||(d∆)⊤ − 8κb − b||V || (db)⊤
)
gij
]
ιeiψ ,
(∇jψ)⊥ = 3
2
(d∆)⊥ ∧ ιejψ −
3
2
ej ∧ ι(d∆)⊥ψ −
1
||V ||(bh
(0)
ij − χ(0)ij )ei ∧ ϕ
− 1
7||V ||
[
2κ(3 + b2)− 3b
2
||V ||(d∆)⊤ + 1 + b
2
2||V || (db)⊤
]
ej ∧ ϕ .
These expressions allow us to compute:
d⊥ψ = e
j ∧ (∇jψ)⊥ = 6(d∆)⊥ ∧ ψ ,
d⊥ϕ = e
j ∧ ∗⊥(∇jψ)⊥ = −9
2
(d∆)⊥ ∧ ϕ+ 4
7||V ||
[
2κ(3 + b2)− 3b
2
||V ||(d∆)⊤ + 1 + b
2
2||V || (db)⊤
]
ψ
+
1
||V || ∗⊥ (F
(27)
⊤ − b ∗⊥ F (27)⊥ ) .
Comparing with (B.4) gives (3.46). Finally, notice that the second relation in (3.29) can be
written as:
ej ∧ (∇jϕ)⊤ = ej ∧ ιAejϕ =
1
||V ||
[
−∗⊥F (27)⊥ +bF (27)⊤ +
3
7
(
12||V ||(d∆)⊤−8κb− b||V || (db)⊤)
)
ϕ
]
.
Combining this with the last relation in (3.31) gives expressions (3.50). 
4 Topology of F
Recall our assumptions that M is compact and connected, V is nowhere-vanishing and that
our foliation F integrates the distribution D = kerω defined by the closed nowhere-vanishing
one-form ω
def.
= 4κe3∆V = 4κV, where:
V
def.
= e3∆V .
The topology of foliations defined by a closed nowhere-vanishing one-form is well understood.
We recall some relevant results [50–56], stressing aspects which are of interest for this paper.
The entire discussion of this section applies to any codimension one foliation F which is defined
by a closed nowhere-vanishing one-form ω on a compact, connected and boundary-less manifold
M of arbitrary positive dimension. We let f ∈ H1(M,R) denote the cohomology class of ω.
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4.1 Basic properties
We already noticed above that F is transversely orientable. By a result of Reeb [50], the
holonomy group of each leaf of F is trivial. The following argument of loc. cit. shows that all
leaves of F are diffeomorphic. Since ω is nowhere-vanishing, there exists a smooth vector field
v on M (determined up to addition of a vector field lying in the kernel of ω) such that vyω = 1
everywhere; in our application, we can take v = e
−3∆
||V || n. In particular, v is transverse to the
leaves of F . Since M is compact, the vector field v is complete and its flow φt ∈ Diff(M) is
defined for all t ∈ R. The Lie derivative Lvω = d(vyω) + vydω is identically zero, which means
that φt preserves ω:
φ∗t (ω) = ω .
Thus φt is an automorphism of F (it diffeomorphically maps leaves into leaves) for any t ∈ R.
SinceM is connected, this immediately implies that all leaves are diffeomorphic with each other.
Notice that this conclusion does not depend on whether the leaves are compact or not. It is
not hard to check (see, for example, Exercise 1.3.18 of [15, page 41] or [57]) that the group of
periods Πf coincides with the set of those t ∈ R for which the flow φt stabilizes any (and hence
all) leaves L of F :
Πf = {t ∈ R|φt(L) = L} . (4.1)
Hence an integral curve ℓ : R→M of v which is parameterized such that ℓ(0) belongs to L will
meet L exactly at the points ℓ(t) for which t ∈ Πf.
Another useful fact (which also holds [55] for any foliation of M having trivial holonomy)
is that the map j∗ : π1(L)→ π1(M) induced by the inclusion of j : L→M is injective and that
j∗(π1(L)) coincides with the kernel Af of the period map perf; hence π1(L) can be identified
with Af. In fact, the universal covering space M˜ of M is diffeomorphic [55] with the product
L˜×R where L˜ is the universal covering space of L. Further, the integration cover Mˆf of perf is
diffeomorphic with the cylinder L×R, hence M can be presented as a quotient of the latter by
an action of Πf which maps Lt
def.
= L× {t} into Lt+s for each s ∈ Πf.
4.2 The projectively rational and projectively irrational cases
The case when ω is projectively rational. In this case, one has the following result, which
is essentially due to Tischler [53]:
Proposition. Let ω be projectively rational. Then the leaves of F are compact and coincide
with the fibers of a fibration h : M → S1. Moreover, M is diffeomorphic with the mapping
torus Tφaf (M)
def.
= M × [0, 1]/{(x, 0) ∼ (φaf(x), 1)}, where af def.= inf(Πf ∩N∗) is the fundamental
period of f.
The construction of h is given in Appendix E.
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The case when ω is projectively irrational. In this case, each leaf of F is non-compact
and dense inM and hence F cannot be a fibration. The quotient topology on R/Πf (which is the
leaf space of F) is the coarse topology. One way to approach this situation is to approximate F
by a fibration as follows [17]. Let g be an arbitrary Riemannian metric on M and let || || denote
the L2 norm induced by g on Ω1(M). Then given any ǫ > 0, one can find a closed one-form
ωǫ on M which is projectively rational and which satisfies ||ω − ωǫ|| < ǫ, which implies that
the distribution Dǫ def.= kerωǫ approximates D when ǫ → 0. Then the foliation Fǫ (which is a
fibration) defined by ωǫ “approximates” F . A similar result holds when approximating ω in the
C∞ topology [15].
4.3 Noncommutative geometry of the leaf space
Since the quotient topology on M/F is extremely poor in the projectively irrational case, a
better point of view is to consider the C∗ algebra C(M/F) of the foliation (the convolution
algebra of the holonomy groupoid of F), which encodes the ‘noncommutative topology’ [58, 59]
of the leaf space. Since in our case the leaves of F have no holonomy, the explicit form of this
C∗ algebra can be determined up to stable equivalence.
Consider a presentation of Πf of the form (3.10), where ρ
def.
= ρ(f). Then the Abelian group
Zρ−1 has an action on the unit circle given by:
Ξ(m2, . . . ,mρ)(e
2πi
a1
x
)
def.
= e
2πi
a1
(x+m2a2+...+mρaρ) (x ∈ [0, a1)) ,
which induces an action through ∗-automorphisms on the C∗ algebra C(S1) of continuous
complex-valued functions defined on S1:
Ξ′(m2, . . . ,mρ)(σ) = σ ◦ [χ(−m2, . . . ,−mρ)] (σ ∈ C(S1)) . (4.2)
The transformation group C∗ algebras C0(R)⋊Πf ≃ C0(R)⋊ΞZρ and C(S1)⋊Ξ′ Zρ−1 are stably
isomorphic [60], where C0(R) denotes the algebra of continuous complex-valued functions on R
which vanish at infinity.
Proposition [60, 61] C(M/F) is separable and strongly Morita equivalent (hence also [62]
stably isomorphic) with the crossed product algebra C0(R) ⋊ Πf ≃ C(S1) ⋊Ξ′ Zρ−1, which is
isomorphic with C(S1) when ρ = 1 and with a ρ-dimensional noncommutative torus when ρ > 1.
Thus C(M/F) is isomorphic with the C∗ algebra C(T ρ/FT ) ≃ C(T ρ) ⋊ Rρ−1 ≃ C(S1) ⋊ Zρ−1
of the codimension one linear foliation FT which is defined on the ρ-dimensional torus T ρ by
the one-form a1dx1 + . . . + aρdxρ = 0. In this sense, FT models the geometry of the leaf space
of F (it is a ‘classifying foliation’ for the latter in the sense of [60]). As a consequence of this
description, foliations defined by a closed one form are among the cases for which the Baum-
Connes conjecture is known to be true (see [63] for the smooth case and [60] for the C0 case).
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Figure 2. The linear foliations of T 2 model the noncommutative geometry of the leaf space of F in the
case ρ(f) ≤ 2.
4.4 A “flux” criterion for the topology of F
The criterion given above for deciding when the foliation is a fibration is expressed directly in
terms of a component of the 4-form flux of eleven-dimensional supergravity, which takes the
form (see (1.3)):
G = ν3 ∧ f + F . (4.3)
The Bianchi identity for G amounts to df = 0 (which we already know to be a consequence of
the supersymmetry conditions) plus the supplementary condition dF = 0. Thus:
Proposition. If there exists a positive scaling factor λ ∈ R∗+ such that λf ∈ H1(M,Z), then all
leaves of F are compact and F is a fibration over S1, while M is diffeomorphic with a mapping
torus. If such a scaling factor does not exist, then the foliation F is minimal, i.e. each leaf of F
is dense in M and F cannot be a fibration (since M is compact).
Remarks.
1. When passing to M theory, quantum consistency requires [64] the flux of G to satisfy the
condition: ∫
D
G
2π
− 1
4
∫
D
p1(M) ∈ Z , ∀D ∈ H4(M,Z) , (4.4)
where H∗(M,Z) denotes singular homology while
∫
D p1(M) ∈ 2Z since M is spin. One
might naively imagine that this condition could constrain f to be projectively rational,
thus ruling out foliations F whose leaves are dense in M . This is in fact not the case, for
the following reason. Since the ordinary de Rham cohomology groups of the contractible
manifold N ≃ R3 are given by:
H0(N,R) ≃ R , H1(N,R) = H2(N,R) = H3(N,R) = 0 ,
the Kunneth theorem for de Rham cohomology givesH4(M,R) ≃ H0(N,R)⊗RH4(M,R) ≃
H4(M,R) and hence [G2π ] ≡ [ F2π ] in de Rham cohomology since [ν3 ∧ f ] = 0 (because the
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de Rham cohomology class of [ν3] ∈ H3(N,R) vanishes). On the other hand, we have
2p1(M) = 2Π
∗
2(p1(M)) since TM ≃ Π∗1(TN)⊕Π∗2(TM) (where Πi are the canonical pro-
jections of the product N ×M) and TN is trivial. By the Kunneth theorem for singular
homology, we also have:
H4(M,Z) ≃ H0(N,Z)⊗Z H4(M,Z)⊕H3(N,Z)⊗Z H1(M,Z) ≃ H4(M,Z)
since H0(N,Z) ≃ Z while H1(N,Z) = H2(N,Z) = H3(N,Z) = 0 and TorZ1 (Z,H3(M,Z)) =
0. Hence (4.4) is equivalent with:
∫
D
[
F
2π
− 1
4
p1(M)
]
∈ Z, ∀D ∈ H4(M,Z) ,
a relation which does not involve f. Thus (4.4) does not constrain the cohomology class
f and hence one can expect that foliations whose leaves are dense in M provide consis-
tent backgrounds in M theory. One would of course need to perform a careful analysis
of all known quantum corrections [65] around such backgrounds in order to verify this
expectation, but such analysis is outside the scope of the present paper.
2. Recall that F is a fibration over the circle iff. f is projectively rational, in which case M is
the mapping torus of the diffeomorphism φa of some arbitrarily chosen leaf L. In this case,
one can view our M-theory background as a two step compactification, where in the first
step one compactifies on L down to four dimensions while in the second step one further
compactifies the resulting four-dimensional theory by “fibering” it over the circle. When
using this perspective, the diffeomorphism φa induces a symmetry of the corresponding
supergravity action in four dimensions. Then the second step can be described as com-
pactifying this four-dimensional theory over the circle using the “duality twist” provided
by that symmetry. This point of view was used, for example, in reference [66] to describe
compactifications ofM -theory on certain seven-manifolds which are fibrations over the cir-
cle (with six-manifold fibers), where such compactifications were called “Scherk-Schwarz
compactifications with a duality twist”. In our situation, the case when f is projectively
rational could be described in the same manner, except that one has to start with the four-
dimensional supergravity theory obtained by reducing M-theory over the seven-manifold
L (which carries a non-parallel G2 structure), while taking the effect of F and f into ac-
count (in particular, the relevant actions in both three and four dimensions will be gauged
supergravity actions). When b1(M) ≥ 2, such generalized Scherk-Schwarz reductions can
describe only a negligible subset of all N = 1 compactifications ofM -theory down to AdS3,
since in that case the projectively rational classes correspond to a countable subset of the
projectivization PH1(M,R) ≃ Pb1(M)−1 of H1(M,R), which is an uncountable set. The
generic compactification in our class corresponds to a minimal foliation F — thus being
very different in nature from compactifications of generalized Scherk-Schwarz type.
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5 Comparison with previous work
Relation with [4]. The class of compactifications analyzed in this paper was pioneered in
[4], where the solution of the Fierz identities as well as certain combinations of the exterior
differential and codifferential constraints analyzed in our paper were first given. Appendix C of
loc. cit also lists, in a different form, a set of ‘useful relations’ which turn out, after some work
[12], to be equivalent with what we call the Qˇ-constraints. Here are some points of difference
with [4] regarding the techniques that allowed us to extract the full solution. They concern
the local analysis of such geometries (since the topology of the foliation F was not previously
discussed in the literature).
• We made systematic use of the non-redundant parameterization (2.23), which eliminates
those rank components of Eˇ that are determined by the Fierz relations.
• We solved the Qˇ-constraints (3.2) explicitly. We found that they determine certain compo-
nents of F as algebraic combinations of ∆, b, V and f , while imposing no further conditions.
• We fully encoded the supersymmetry conditions (1.4) through the extrinsic geometry of
the foliation F , through the non-adapted part of the normal connection Dn and through
the torsion classes of its longitudinal G2 structure, all of which we extracted explicitly.
• We used directly the covariant derivative constraint (3.1) rather than the exterior differ-
ential and codifferential constraints (3.5) and (3.6) which it implies. This allowed us to
give the full set of conditions characterizing supersymmetric solutions and to prove rigor-
ously that they do so. In particular, we determined the covariant derivative of V , which
is completely specified by the supersymmetry conditions when G is given.
• Details of the comparison of our results with certain relations given in [4] can be found in
Appendix D.
Relation with [5]. The class of backgrounds discussed in this paper can also be approached
using the method proposed in [5], which relies on the fact that existence of an everywhere non-
vanishing Majorana spinor on M implies that both M and its orientation opposite M¯ admit
Spin(7) structures — an approach which uses explicitly only part of the full symmetry of the
problem. The relation between the description presented here and that of [5] is given in [49], in
the general context when ξ is not required to be everywhere non-chiral. As it turns out, that
case can be described using the theory of singular foliations.
6 Conclusions and further directions
We analyzed N = 1 compactifications of eleven-dimensional supergravity down to AdS3 using
the theory of foliations. We found that, in the nowhere chiral case, the compactification manifold
can be described through a codimension one foliation carrying a leafwise G2 structure and that
the supersymmetry conditions are equivalent with explicit equations determining the extrinsic
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geometry of this foliation and the torsion classes of the G2 structure. In particular, we found
that the leafwise G2 structure is integrable (in fact, conformally co-calibrated), belonging to the
Fernandez-Gray classW1⊕W3⊕W4. We also discussed the topology of such foliations, including
the non-commutative topology of their leaf space, giving a criterion which distinguishes the cases
when the leaves are compact and dense, respectively. We also showed that existence of solutions
requires vanishing of the Latour obstruction for the cohomology class of a certain component of
the supergravity 4-form field strength. The case when ξ is not everywhere non-chiral is discussed
in [49] using the theory of singular foliations.
Foliations also feature in the proposals of [7] where, however, the conditions imposed by
supersymmetry were not considered. It would be interesting to explore further the connection
of the backgrounds discussed in this paper with the abstract classes of foliations which were
discussed in loc. cit. starting from the framework of extended generalized geometry. The
supersymmetric foliated backgrounds discussed in our paper could serve to realize explicitly
part of the picture proposed in that reference. It is also likely that proposals such as [6] may be
understood better by enlarging the framework [1] of Spin(7) holonomy which was used in loc.
cit. to backgrounds of the type considered in this paper.
We mention that the problem of finding explicit solutions to our equations is of the type
considered in [67], so it could be approached through the theory of geometric flows. We also
expect that a modification of the methods of [27, 28] (which would adapt them to the spinor
equations (1.4)) may allow one to draw conclusions about the existence of solutions and the
dimensionality of their moduli space.
As pointed out in [4] and recalled in Section 1, the class of backgrounds we considered are
consistent at the classical level. It would be interesting to study quantum corrections, using
the known subleading terms of the effective action of M-theory [65]. While the appearance
of non-commutative geometry in Section 4 is of purely mathematical nature (being a general
phenomenon in the theory of foliations), we suspect that it in fact has a physical interpretation
through the general idea of reducing quantum theories along foliations. Non-commutativity (and
even non-associativity) in closed string theories was previously observed in studies of topological
[68] and classical [69] T-duality and it would therefore not be surprising should its IIA incarnation
turn out to have an M-theoretic origin. It would indeed appear that this is a much more general
phenomenon having to do with certain limits of field theories.
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A Some Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra relations
We summarize a few useful relations from [12]. Given two pure rank forms ω ∈ Ωω˜(M) and
η ∈ Ωη˜(M) on an oriented d-dimensional Riemannian manifold M , one defines their geometric
product through:
ωη
def.
=
d∑
m=0
(−1)[m+12 ]+mω˜ω△m η ,
where △m denotes the generalized product of order m, with rk(ω △m η) = ω˜ + η˜ − 2m .
The reversion τ of the Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra of (M,g) is the anti-automorphism defined
through τ(ω) = (−1) ω˜(ω˜−1)2 ω, while the signature π is the automorphism defined through π =
⊕k(−1)kidΩk(M).
The Hodge operator and codifferential for pseudo-Riemannian manifolds. For a (not
necessarily compact) pseudo-Riemannian manifold (M,g) of dimension d and whose metric has
exactly q negative eigenvalues, the Hodge operator is defined through [12]:
∗ω def.= τ(ω)ν ,
and we have
∗2 = (−1)qπd−1 , ν2 = (−1)q+[ d2 ]
as well as:
ω ∧ ∗η = 〈ω, η〉ν , ∀ω, η ∈ Ω(M) with rkω = rkη .
The codifferential is defined through:
δω = (−1)d(ω˜+1)+q+1 ∗ d ∗ ω = −ιea∇eaω , ∀ ω ∈ Ω(M) with rkω = ω˜
and is the formal adjoint of d with respect to the non-degenerate bilinear pairing
∫
M 〈 , 〉ν on
the subspace Ωc(M) ⊂ Ω(M) of compactly-supported differential forms:∫
M
〈dω, η〉ν =
∫
M
〈ω, δη〉ν ∀ω, η ∈ Ωc(M) .
Under a conformal transformation g → g′ def.= e2αg, the Hodge operator changes as ∗ → ∗′,
where:
∗′(ω) = e(d−2 rkω)α ∗ ω , for ω of pure rank.
Identities for Riemannian manifolds. For the rest of this Appendix, we assume that M is
Riemannian. If ν is the volume form of (M,g), while ∗ is the Hodge operator, then the following
identities hold:
∗ ω = ιων = τ(ω)ν ,
νω = πd−1(ω)ν ,
∗2 = πd−1 , ν2 = (−1)[ d2 ] , (A.1)
ω△ω˜ η = ιτ(ω)η = η△ω˜ ω ,
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ω ∧ ∗η = (−1)ω˜(η˜−1) ∗ (ιτ(ω)η) , when ω˜ ≤ η˜ ,
ιω(∗η) = (−1)ω˜η˜ ∗ (τ(ω) ∧ η) , when ω˜ + η˜ ≤ d , (A.2)
(−1)[m+12 ]πm(ω)△m [∗τ(η)] = (−1)[
m′+1
2
][∗τ(ω)]△m′ πd−1(η)
= (−1)[m
′′+1
2
] ∗ τ
[
πm
′′
(ω)△m′′ η
]
, (A.3)
for ω˜ −m = η˜ −m′ = m′′ , where m,m′,m′′ > 0 .
Any pure rank form decomposes uniquely into parallel and orthogonal components w.r.t any
1-form u of unit norm ||u|| = 1 ,
ω = ω⊥ + ω‖ = ω⊥ + u ∧ ω⊤ ,
where ω⊤
def.
= ιuω and ω⊥
def.
= ω−u∧ ιuω are the top and orthogonal parts of ω discussed in [12].
If ∗⊥η def.= ∗(u ∧ η) denotes the Hodge operator along the Frobenius distribution D transverse
to u (the Hodge operator defined on D by the induced metric, when D is endowed with the
orientation given by the volume form ν⊤ = ιuν along D), then one has the identities, which can
be used to decompose various formulas into components along D and D⊥:
(u ∧ ω)⊥ = 0 , (u ∧ ω)⊤ = ω⊥ ,
(ιuω)⊥ = ω⊤ , (ιuω)⊤ = 0 ,
∗ω = ∗⊥(ω⊤) + u ∧ ∗⊥π(ω⊥) ,
(∗ω)⊥ = ∗⊥(ω⊤) , (∗ω)⊤ = ∗⊥π(ω⊥) ,
τ(ω)⊥ = τ(ω⊥) , τ(ω)⊤ = π(τ(ω⊤))
π(ω)⊥ = π(ω⊥) , π(ω)⊤ = −π(ω⊤)
(ωη)⊥ = ω⊥η⊥ + π(ω⊤)η⊤ , (ωη)⊤ = ω⊤η⊥ + π(ω⊥)η⊤
(νω)⊥ = −ν⊤ω⊤ , (νω)⊤ = ν⊤ω⊥
(ων)⊥ = π(ω⊤)ν⊤ , (ων)⊤ = π(ω⊥)ν⊤ .
For α ∈ Ω1(M) such that α ⊥ u, we have:
(α ∧ ω)⊥ = α ∧ (ω⊥) , (α ∧ ω)⊤ = −α ∧ (ω⊤) ,
(ιαω)⊥ = ια(ω⊥) , (ιαω)⊤ = −ια(ω⊤) .
When dimM = 8, the canonical trace of the Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra is given by [12]:
S(ω) = 16ω(0) ,
where ω(0) denotes the rank zero component of the inhomogeneous form ω ∈ Ω(M). Further-
more:
∗2 = π , ν2 = +1
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and ν is twisted central (i.e. ων = νπ(ω)) in the Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra of M . We also mention
the following relation which holds when (M,g) is an eight-dimensional Riemannian manifold.
S(ω2) = 16(−1)[ k2 ]||ω||2 , ∀ω ∈ Ωk(M) . (A.4)
B Useful identities for manifolds with G2 structure
On the 7-dimensional leaves of the foliation F we have a G2 structure. Our computations rely on
various identities for such structures (see, for example, [31, 47]) and on the decomposition of the
exterior bundle of the leaves into vector sub-bundles carrying fiberwise irreps. of G2 [8, 34, 70].
Notice that all statements of this Appendix generalize trivially to G2 structures defined on
(necessarily orientable) vector bundles of rank seven, such as the Frobenius distribution D of
this paper.
Let L be a 7-manifold endowed with a aG2 structure described by the canonically normalized
associative 3-form ϕ. Since G2 is a subgroup of SO(7), ϕ determines both a metric g
def.
= gϕ and
an orientation of L, the metric being fixed uniquely by the following condition, where νL is the
corresponding volume form of L (see [31]):
(vyϕ) ∧ (wyϕ) ∧ ϕ = −6g(v,w)νL , v, w ∈ Γ(L, TL) .
The G2 structure is also determined by the coassociative 4-form ψ = ∗Lϕ, where ∗L def.= ∗ϕ is the
Hodge operator defined by gϕ and by the orientation induced by ϕ. The canonical normalization
conditions are:
||ϕ||2 = ||ψ||2 = 7 .
The bundles of 1- and 6-forms (which are Hodge dual to each other) carry irreducible fiberwise
representations, while the bundles of 2, 3, 4 and 5-forms decompose canonically into vector
bundles carrying fiberwise irreps. This leads to the following decompositions of the C∞(M,R)-
modules of pure rank forms [8, 34, 47, 70]:
Ω2(L) = Ω27(L)⊕ Ω214(L) , Ω3(L) = Ω31(L)⊕ Ω37(L)⊕ Ω327(L) ,
Ω5(L) = Ω57(L)⊕ Ω514(L) , Ω4(L) = Ω41(L)⊕ Ω47(L)⊕ Ω427(L) ,
where the subscript indicates the dimension of the corresponding irrep. of G2. For convenience,
we set ΩkS(L)
def.
= Ωk1(L) ⊕ Ωk27(L) for k = 3, 4. The Hodge operator ∗L maps Ω2(L) into Ω5(L)
and Ω3(L) into Ω4(L) preserving these decompositions. The modules Ω37(L) and Ω
4
7(L) are both
isomorphic with Ω1(L), while Ω3S(L) is isomorphic with the C∞(M,R)-module of symmetric 2-
tensors, with Ωk27(L) corresponding to traceless symmetric tensors. More precisely, any four-form
ω ∈ Ω4(L) decomposes as:
ω = ω(7) + ω(S) , with ω(7) ∈ Ω47(L) , ω(S) ∈ Ω4S(L) ,
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while the components can be parameterized as follows [34, 47, 70]:
ω(7) = α ∧ ϕ , α ∈ Ω1(L) , ω(S) = −hˆijei ∧ ιejψ , (B.1)
where hˆij is a symmetric tensor. The decomposition hˆij =
1
7 trg(hˆ)gij + hˆ
(0)
ij with trg(hˆ
(0)) = 0
gives ω(S) = ω(1) + ω(27), where ω1 = −47trg(hˆ)ψ ∈ Ω41(L) and ω(27) = −hˆ
(0)
ij e
i ∧ ιejψ ∈ Ω427(L).
Similarly, any 3-form η ∈ Ω3(L) decomposes as:
η = η(7) + η(S) , with η(7) ∈ Ω37(L) , η(S) ∈ Ω3S(L) ,
where the components can be parameterized through [34, 47, 70]:
η(7) = −ιαψ , α ∈ Ω1(L) , η(S) = hijei ∧ ιejϕ , (B.2)
with hij a symmetric tensor. The decomposition hij =
1
7 trg(h)gij + h
(0)
ij with trg(h
(0)) = 0 gives
η(S) = η(1) + η(27) with η1 =
3
7trg(h)ϕ ∈ Ω31(L) and η(27) = h
(0)
ij e
i ∧ ιejϕ ∈ Ω327(L).
Given η(S) ∈ Ω3(L), the corresponding symmetric tensor h which satisfies the second equa-
tion of (B.2) is uniquely determined and given by the formula [8, 34, 47, 70]:
hij = −1
2
trg(h)gij− 1
4
∗L(ιeiϕ∧ιejϕ∧η(S)) = −
1
2
trg(h)gij− 1
4
[
〈ιeiϕ, ιejη(S)〉+ (i↔ j)
]
. (B.3)
Furthermore, ω(S) and η(S) are Hodge dual to each other iff. h and hˆ are related through:
hˆij = hij − 1
4
trg(h)gij ⇐⇒ hij = hˆij − 1
3
trg(hˆ)gij ,
a relation which implies trg(hˆ) = −34trg(h) ⇐⇒ trg(h) = −43 trg(hˆ). This amounts to the
requirement that ω(1) and η(1) are Hodge dual to each other and that the same holds for ω(27)
and η(27). One also notices hˆ(0) = h(0).
The torsion classes τ 0 ∈ Ω01(L), τ 1 ∈ Ω17(L), τ 2 ∈ Ω214(L) and τ 3 ∈ Ω327(L) of the G2
structure are uniquely specified through the following equations, which follow the conventions
of [34, 47]:
d⊥ϕ = τ 0ψ + 3τ 1 ∧ ϕ+ ∗⊥τ 3 ,
d⊥ψ = 4τ 1 ∧ ψ + ∗⊥τ 2 .
(B.4)
Since the torsion class τ3 belongs to Ω
3
27(L), it can be parameterized through a traceless sym-
metric tensor tij: :
τ 3 = tije
i ∧ ιejϕ , (B.5)
where tij can be recovered from τ 3 through relation (B.3):
tij = −1
4
[〈ιeiϕ, ιejτ3〉+ (i↔ j)] . (B.6)
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Under a conformal transformation with conformal factor e2α, we have:
g′ij = e
2αgij , ν
′
L = e
7ανL , ϕ
′ = e3αϕ , ψ′ = e4αψ ,
τ ′0 = e
ατ 0 , τ
′
1 = e
α(τ 1 + dα) , τ
′
2 = e
ατ 2 , τ
′
3 = e
ατ 3
(B.7)
and ∗′Lω = e(7−2rkω)α ∗L ω for any pure rank form ω ∈ Ω(L).
For reader’s convenience, we reproduce the following identities given in [47], where indices
are raised and lowered using the metric g = gϕ and implicit summation over repeated indices is
understood:
• Contractions between ϕ and ϕ
ϕijkϕ
ijk = 42 ,
ϕijkϕa
jk = 6gia , (B.8)
ϕijkϕab
k = giagjb − gibgja − ψijab ,
• Contractions between ϕ and ψ
ϕijkψa
ijk = 0 ,
ϕijkψab
jk = −4ϕiab , (B.9)
ϕijkψabc
k = giaϕjbc + gibϕajc + gicϕabj − gajϕibc − gbjϕaic − gcjϕabi ,
• Contractions between ψ and ψ
ψijklψ
ijkl = 168 ,
ψijklψa
jkl = 24gia ,
ψijklψab
kl = 4giagjb − 4gibgja − 2ψijab ,
ψijklψabc
l = −ϕajkϕibc − ϕiakϕjbc − ϕijaϕkbc (B.10)
+giagjbgkc + gibgjcgka + gicgjagkb
−giagjcgkb − gibgjagkc − gicgjbgka
−giaψjkbc − gjaψkibc − gkaψijbc
+gabψijkc − gacψijkb .
• For any 1-form α and any vector field w, the following identities hold [31]:
ϕ ∧ ∗L(α ∧ ϕ) = 4 ∗L α , ϕ ∧ (w y ψ) = −4 ∗L w# ,
ψ ∧ ∗L(α ∧ ψ) = 3 ∗L α , ψ ∧ (w yϕ) = 3 ∗L w# ,
ψ ∧ ∗L(α ∧ ϕ) = 0 , ψ ∧ (w y ψ) = 0 , (B.11)
ϕ ∧ ∗L(α ∧ ψ) = −2 α ∧ ψ , ϕ ∧ (w y ϕ) = −2 ∗L (w y ϕ) .
Remark. Formulas for contractions and for projectors on G2 representations can also be found
in [71, 72].
The contractions listed above imply that the canonically-normalized coassociative form ψ satis-
fies the following identity in the Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra of L:
ψ2 = 6ψ + 7 , (B.12)
which amounts to the statement that:
Π
def.
=
1
8
(1 + ψ)
is an idempotent in the Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra.
The right action of ψ on 4-forms and 3-forms in the Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra. Let
ω ∈ Ω4(L). Then:
Rψ(ω) def.= ωψ = −ω△1 ψ − ω△2 ψ + ω△3 ψ + ω△4 ψ .
Using the G2-structure identities and the parameterization of ω
(7) and ω(S) given in (B.1), one
finds:
ωψ = 4 ∗L α− 4 trg(hˆ)ψ − ω(S) + 3ω(7) + 4ιαϕ− 4 trg(hˆ) . (B.13)
This implies ker(Rψ|Ω4(L)) = 0. Similarly, for any η ∈ Ω3(L), we have:
Rψ(η) def.= ηψ = η ∧ ψ + η△1 ψ − η△2 ψ − η△3 ψ .
This can be computed either directly using the identities of Appendix B or by Hodge dualizing
(B.13) (using ηψ = (∗Lω)ψ = ωνψ = (ωψ)ν ). This gives:
ηψ = 3 trg(h)ν − 4α ∧ ψ − η(S) + 3η(7) + 3 trg(h)ϕ− 4α , (B.14)
where η is parameterized as in (B.2) and implies ker(Rψ|Ω3(L)) = 0. Finally, we recall the
following identities:
(∗L)2 = idΩ(M) , (νL)2 = −1
and the fact that νL is central in the Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra of L (i.e. λνL = νLλ , ∀λ ∈ Ω(L)).
C Characterizing the extrinsic geometry of F
C.1 Fundamental second order objects
The vector field n = Vˆ ♯ has unit norm and is orthogonal to F . Any X ∈ Γ(M,TM) decomposes
as X = g(n,X)n +X⊥, where X⊥ ⊥ n. Since g(n, n) = 1, one has g(n,∇Xn) = 12 [g(∇Xn, n) +
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g(n,∇Xn)] = 12X(g(n, n)) = 0, i.e. ∇Xn is orthogonal to n. The second order data of F and
F⊥ are encoded by the following objects:
For the foliation F :
• ∇⊥ : Γ(M,D)×Γ(M,D)→ Γ(M,D), the Levi-Civita connection of the metric induced by
g on the leaves of F (this is a partial connection on M , valued in D)
• B : Γ(M,D) × Γ(M,D) → C∞(M,R), B(X⊥, Y⊥) def.= g(n,∇X⊥Y⊥), the scalar second
fundamental form of the foliation F (the full second fundamental form is given by Bn)
• A : Γ(M,D) → Γ(M,D), A(X⊥) def.= −(∇X⊥n)⊥, the Weingarten operator at n of the
leaves of F
• δ : Γ(M,D) → C∞(M,R), δ(X) = g(n,DFXn), where DF is the normal connection along
the leaves of F .
For the foliation F⊥:
• a ∈ C∞(M,R), the unique connection coefficient (with respect to the frame given by n) of
the Levi-Civita connection of the metric induced by g on the leaves of F⊥
• H def.= ∇nn ∈ Γ(M,D), the value of the second fundamental form of F⊥ on the pair (n, n)
of vector fields tangent to F⊥
• W : Γ(M,D)→ C∞(M,R), W (X⊥) def.= −g(n,∇nX⊥), the value at (n, n) of the covariant
Weingarten tensor at X of the leaves of F⊥
• Dn : Γ(M,D) → Γ(M,D), the normal covariant derivative with respect to n along the
leaves of F⊥.
Gauss’s theorem for F amounts to the identity ∇⊥X⊥Y ⊥ = (∇X⊥Y⊥)⊥ plus the fact that B
is a symmetric tensor. Weingarten’s theorem for F amounts to the identity g(A(X⊥), Y⊥) =
B(X⊥, Y⊥) plus the statement that D
F preserves the metric induced on the normal bundle
NF = D⊥, which is equivalent with the statement that the map δ vanishes10. It follows that
∇⊥ and A encode all information contained in the second order data of F . Gauss’s theorem
for F⊥ amounts to the fact that a vanishes11; symmetry of the second fundamental form is
automatic in this case since the leaves are one-dimensional. Weingarten’s theorem amounts to
the identity W (X⊥) = −g(H,X⊥) plus the statement that Dn is compatible with the metric
induced on N(F⊥) = D. Hence H and Dn encode all information contained in the second order
10The normal bundle to any leaf of F is a line bundle trivialized by the section n, which is parallel with respect
to DF , so DF is the trivial connection for this trivialization.
11With respect to its flow parameter t, each leaf of F⊥ is an integral curve of the unit norm vector field n. This
vector field trivializes the tangent bundle to the leaf of F⊥ and the Levi-Civita connection of the induced metric
(which is of course flat) is the trivial connection of this trivialization. The Gauss identity encodes this fact since
it requires that the connection coefficient a equals g(n,∇nn), which vanishes.
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data of F⊥. Summarizing, we can take H, A, ∇⊥ and Dn to be the fundamental second order
data of the foliation F in the presence of the metric g and write its fundamental equations as
in (3.19).
Local expressions. Let ea be a (generally non-holonomic) local frame of M such that e1 = n
and ej ⊥ n and let Ωcab be the connection coefficients in this frame:
∇eaeb = Ωcabec .
Expanding H = Hjej, we have g11 = 1 and g1j=0 as well as:
Ω111 = Ω
1
i1 = 0 , Ω
j
11 = H
j , Ωji1 = −Aji , Ω1ij = Aij , ∇⊥eiej = Ωkijek . (C.1)
The last equation says that Ωkij are the connection coefficients of the leafwise partial connection
∇⊥ in the (generally non-holonomic) frame (ei)i=2,...,8 of D. The identity Ωabc = −Ωacb satisfied
by the quantity Ωabc
def.
= gbfΩ
f
ac amounts to the condition that the tensor Aij
def.
= g(Aei, ej) is
symmetric. Notice the relations:
Ωi1j = −Ωij1 = Aij , Ω1j1 = Hj def.= gjkHk .
C.2 The Naveira tensor of P
Recall that every orthogonal (i.e. g-compatible) almost product structure P on (M,g) corre-
sponds to a g-orthogonal decomposition TM = D⊕D⊥, where D, D⊥ are the eigen-subbundles
of TM corresponding to the eigenvalues +1 and −1 of P respectively (thus P = idD ⊕ (−idD)).
Such almost product structures can be classified [37, 73–75] using the Naveira tensor NP =
∇ΦP ∈ Γ(M, (T ∗M)⊗3), which is given by:
NP(X,Y,Z) = (∇XΦP)(Y,Z) = g((∇XP)Y,Z) , ∀X,Y,Z ∈ Γ(M,TM) .
Here, ΦP ∈ Γ(M,Sym2(T ∗M)) is the symmetric covariant 2-tensor given by ΦP(X,Y ) def.=
g(PX,Y ), which vanishes for (X,Y ) ∈ Γ(M,D×D⊥⊕D⊥×D) and whose restrictions to D and
D⊥ equal plus and minus the restrictions of g, respectively. The Naveira tensor is symmetric
in its last two variables and satisfies N (X,PY,PZ) = −N (X,Y,Z) and thus it vanishes when
both X,Y belong to D or to D⊥. When both D and D⊥ are integrable, an easy computation
gives:
(∇XP)Y = 2hD(X,Y ) for X,Y ∈ Γ(M,D) ,
(∇XP)Y = 2hD⊥(X,Y ) for X,Y ∈ Γ(M,D⊥) ,
where hD and hD⊥ are the second fundamental forms of D and D⊥. Thus:
NP(X,Y,Z) = 2g(hD(X,Y ), Z) for X,Y ∈ Γ(M,D) , Y ∈ Γ(M,D⊥) ,
NP(X,Y,Z) = 2g(hD⊥(X,Y ), Z) for X,Y ∈ Γ(M,D⊥) , Y ∈ Γ(M,D) . (C.2)
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For our distributions D = TF and D⊥ = T (F⊥), we find:
hD(X⊥, Y⊥) = B(X⊥, Y⊥)n = g(AX⊥, Y⊥)n ,
hD⊥(n, n) = H ,
so (C.2) give the following relations, which completely specify the Naveira tensor of P:
NP(X⊥, Y⊥, n) = B(X⊥, Y⊥) = g(AX⊥, Y⊥) ,
NP(n, n,X⊥) = 2g(H,X⊥) .
Notice that NP contains the same information as H and A and hence determining the latter
amounts to determining NP .
When D is integrable, with D = TF , one has the following formulas for the components of the
covariant derivative, differential and codifferential of arbitrary forms ω ∈ Ω(M).
The covariant derivative of forms longitudinal to F. Direct computation using (3.19)
gives:
(∇nω)⊤ = ιVˆ ∇nω = ny∇nω = −Hyω , (∇X⊥ω)⊤ = ny(∇X⊥ω) = (AX⊥)yω ,
(∇nω)⊥ = Dnω , (∇X⊥ω)⊥ = ∇⊥X⊥ω , for ω ∈ Ω(D) . (C.3)
The covariant derivative of arbitrary forms ω ∈ Ω(M). Direct computation using (3.22)
and (C.3) gives:
(∇nω)⊤ = Dn(ω⊤)−Hyω⊥ , (∇jω)⊤ = ∇⊥j (ω⊤) + (Aej)yω⊥ ,
(∇nω)⊥ = Dn(ω⊥) +H♯ ∧ ω⊤ , (∇jω)⊥ = ∇⊥j (ω⊥)− (Aej)♯ ∧ ω⊤
(C.4)
as well as:
(dω)⊤ = Dn(ω⊥) +H♯ ∧ ω⊤ − d⊥(ω⊤)−Ajkej ∧ ιek(ω⊥) , (δω)⊤ = −δ⊥(ω⊤) ,
(dω)⊥ = d⊥(ω⊥) , (δω)⊥ = −Dn(ω⊤) +Hyω⊥ − δ⊥(ω⊥)− [Ajkej ∧ ιek − trA]ω⊤ .
(C.5)
Structure of the normal covariant derivative. Consider the SO(7) group bundle whose
fiber at p ∈ M is SO(D) def.= SO(Dp, gp|D). The bundle Enda(D) of g-antisymmetric endo-
morphisms of D coincides with the corresponding bundle of Lie algebras; its fiber Enda(Dp) =
so(Dp, gp) at p is the space of gp-antisymmetric endomorphisms of Dp. The G2 structure of
D defines a G2 sub-bundle of the SO(7) group bundle, obtained by taking the stabilizer of ϕp
inside SO(Dp, gp) for every point p ∈ M . Taking the tangent space to the origin in the fibers,
we obtain a g2 sub-bundle G ⊂ Enda(D) of the bundle of Lie algebras mentioned above. The
Killing form of so(7) endows Enda(D) with a symmetric and non-degenerate pairing which at
each p ∈M is given by 〈A,B〉 = tr(AB), where A,B ∈ Enda(Dp). We let G⊥ denote the linear
sub-bundle of Enda(D) obtained by taking the complement of G with respect to this pairing.
We thus have a Whitney sum decomposition:
Enda(D) = G ⊕ G⊥ .
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The normal connection Dn decomposes as:
Dn = Dˆn + Θˆ , (C.6)
where Dˆn is a partial connection on D which is adapted to the G2 structure of D while Θˆ ∈
Γ(M,G⊥) is a section of G⊥. The fact that Dˆn is adapted to the G2 structure means that its
parallel transport along the leaves of F⊥ takes G2-frames of D into G2-frames, which means that
this parallel transport preserves the associative form ϕ ∈ Ω3(D) and hence also the coassociative
form ψ ∈ Ω4(D):
Dˆnϕ = Dˆnψ = 0 . (C.7)
Consider the 2-form Θ ∈ Ω2(D) defined through:
Θ(X⊥, Y⊥)
def.
= g(Θˆ(X⊥), Y⊥) , ∀X⊥, Y⊥ ∈ Γ(M,D) . (C.8)
We have:
Θˆ(X⊥) = (X⊥yΘ)
♯ , ∀X⊥ ∈ Γ(M,D) ,
which implies:
Dnω = Dˆnω +Θ△1 ω , ∀ω ∈ Ω(D) . (C.9)
The fact that Θˆ is a section of G⊥ amounts to the condition that Θ belongs to the subspace
Ω27(D). Thus [31]:
Θ = ιϑϕ ∈ Ω27(D) , (C.10)
for some uniquely determined one-form ϑ ∈ Ω1(D). Notice that ϑ can be expressed in terms of
Θ using the second relation in the second column of (B.11), which gives:
ϑ =
1
3
∗⊥ (ψ ∧Θ) . (C.11)
Using this parameterization of Θ and the identities of Appendix B, relations (C.9), (C.6) and
(C.7) give:
Dnϕ = Θ△1 ϕ = 3ιϑψ , Dnψ = Θ△1 ψ = −3ϑ ∧ ϕ . (C.12)
Remark. Let × denote the cross product defined by the G2 structure of D, i.e. g(u× v,w) =
ϕ(u, v, w) for all vector fields u, v, w ∈ Γ(M,D). Then relation (C.10) gives Θ(X⊥, Y⊥) =
ϕ(ϑ♯,X⊥, Y⊥) and (C.8) implies:
Θˆ(X⊥) = ϑ
♯ ×X⊥ .
Local coordinate expressions for the normal covariant derivative. Let (ea)a=1...8 be a
local orthonormal coframe of M defined on an open subset U ⊂ M such that e1 = Vˆ and such
that e2, . . . , e8 is a G2-coframe of D, i.e. ϕ|U = 16ϕijkei∧ej ∧ek. Let ea be the dual orthonormal
frame of M (thus e1 = n). Let A ji ∈ C∞(U,R) be the connection coefficients of Dn in such a
frame:
Dn(ei) = A ji ej
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and set Aij def.= A ki gkj = g(Dn(ei), ej) (notice that Aij = A ji since gkj = δkj). Since Dn is g-
compatible, we have Aij = −Aji, i.e. the connection matrix Aˆ def.= (A ji )i,j=2,...8 is valued in the
Lie algebra so(7) of SO(7). Consider the standard embedding G2 ⊂ SO(7), which is obtained by
realizing G2 as the stabilizer in SO(7) of the 3-form
1
6ǫijkǫ
i ∧ ǫj ∧ ǫk ∈ ∧3(R7)∗ , where ǫ1, . . . ǫ7
is the standard coframe of R7. This induces the standard Lie algebra embedding g2 ⊂ so(7) and
hence a decomposition:
so(7) = g2 ⊕ g⊥2 ,
where g⊥2 is the orthocomplement of g2 in so(7) with respect to the Killing form of so(7). We
have dim g2 = rkG2 = 14 and dim(g
⊥
2 ) = 7. Using this decomposition, we write:
Aˆ = Aˆ(14) + Aˆ(7) where Aˆ(14) ∈ C∞(U, g2) , Aˆ(7) ∈ C∞(U, g⊥2 ) .
Using a partition of unity to globalize, this gives the decomposition (C.6), where Θˆ ∈ Γ(M,G)
is locally given by:
Θˆ(ei) = Θ
j
i ej with Θ
j
i = (A(7)) ji
while:
Dˆn(X⊥) = (δij∂nX
i + (A(14)) ji Xi)ej , ∀X⊥ = Xi⊥ei ∈ Γ(U,D) .
The 2-form Θ ∈ Ω2(D) has the local expression12:
Θ
def.
=
1
2
Θije
i ∧ ej ,
where Θij = Θ
k
i gkj.
D Other details
Relation with the conventions of [4]. Reference [4] works with a Majorana spinor ξˆ =
√
2ξ,
which has B-norm equal to
√
2 at every point of M and considers the spinors:
ǫ±
def.
=
1√
2
(ξˆ+ ± ξˆ−) = ξ+ ± ξ− i.e. ǫ+ = ξ , ǫ− = γ(9)ξ .
Loc. cit parameterizes our function b through an angle ζ ∈ [π2 , π2 ]:
b = ǫ+ǫ− = ||ξ+||2 − ||ξ−||2 = sin ζ .
The form Y considered in [4] agrees with the form denoted through the same letter in this paper,
while the vector K¯ of loc. cit. agrees with the vector denoted by V here. The vector K of loc.
cit. is what we denote by Vˆ . Our constant κ is denoted by m in [4]. Loc. cit. also considers
the 3-form:
φ
def.
=
1√
1− b2φ = −
1
||V || ∗ Z = −ϕ =⇒ ∗φ = +
1
||V ||Z , (D.1)
12All local expressions are given in the so-called “Det” convention for the wedge product [48], which is the
convention used, for example, in [76]. Thus ei ∧ ej = ei ⊗ ej − ej ⊗ ei (without a prefactor of 1
2
).
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where:
φ
def.
=
1
3!
B(ξˆ+, γabcξˆ
−)dxadxbdxc = − 1
3!
B(ξ, γabcγ
(9)ξ)dxadxbdxc = −Eˇ(3)ξ,γ(ν)ξ = −Eˇ
(5)
ξ,ξν = −∗Z .
In terms of φ, loc. cit. gives the following relation (cf. [4, eq. (3.5), page 10]):
Y = −ιVˆ (∗φ) + bφ ∧ Vˆ = −ιVˆ (∗φ)− bVˆ ∧ φ =
1
||V ||2 [−ιV Z + bV ∧ (∗Z)] , (D.2)
which differs from our relation (2.9) (which was derived directly in [12]) in the sign of the term
ιV Z. Relation (D.2) corresponds to replacing the second equation of the second row of (2.8)
with:
ιV Z = −Y − b ∗ Y ⇐⇒ V Z = −Y − b ∗ Y ⇐⇒ Y = 1
1− b2 (−1 + bν)V Z ⇐⇒ Y = (−1 + bν)ψ ,
where in the first equivalence we used the fact that V ∧Z = 0 and hence V Z = V ∧Z+ιV Z = ιV Z,
while in the last equivalence we used the fact that Z = V ψ (see (2.16)). Equation (D.2) would
then lead to Z+Y = (−1+V + bν)ψ and hence to Eˇ = 116 [1+V + bν+(−1+V + bν)ψ], which
would not satisfy the condition Eˇ2 = Eˇ.
Remark. One can check directly that the signs given in the second equation of the second row
of (2.8) (and hence in relation (2.9)) are the only ones which can insure that the Fierz identities
encoded by the condition Eˇ2 = Eˇ indeed hold. For this, consider a modification of that equation
having the form:
ιV Z = ǫ1(Y − ǫ2b ∗ Y )⇐⇒ Y = ǫ1(1 + ǫ2bν)ψ with ǫ1, ǫ2 ∈ {−1, 1} ,
where ǫ1 = ǫ2 = +1 corresponds to our relation while ǫ1 = ǫ2 = −1 corresponds to (D.2). Then
Z + Y = 2ǫ1Cψ where C
def.
= 12(1 + ǫ1V + ǫ2bν) is easily seen to satisfy C
2 = C, Cψ = ψC and
τ(C) = C. Thus Eˇ = 116 (1 + V + bν + Y + Z) =
1
8(P + ǫ1Cψ), where (as mentioned below
equation (2.23)) P
def.
= 12(1 + V + bν) is an idempotent in the Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra. Direct
computation using relation (B.12) (which holds for any G2 structure in seven dimensions, as a
consequence of the identities given in [31]) then shows that Eˇ2 = Eˇ iff. ǫ1 = ǫ2 = +1. Notice
that identity (B.12) was also derived directly in [12] from the condition Eˇ2 = Eˇ. In the same
reference, we also derived (2.9) using Ka¨hler-Atiyah algebra methods.
The following relation is also given in [4, eq. (3.16), page 11]:
e−6∆d(e6∆||V ||φ) = −∗F+bF+4κ[+ιVˆ (∗φ)+bVˆ ∧φ]⇐⇒ e−6∆d(e6∆||V ||φ) = −(∗F−bF )−4κY ,
where in the equivalence we used (D.2). Modulo (D.1), the last form of this equation agrees
with the fourth relation listed in (D.7). Hence we find agreement with this relation as well, up
to the sign indicated in boldface in equation (D.2).
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We also remark on the orientation of the leaves of the foliation F . The following relation is
given in [4] immediately below equation (3.14) of that reference:
vol7 =
1
7
φ ∧ ιVˆ (∗φ) ⇐⇒ ϕ ∧ ιVˆ (∗ϕ) = 7vol7 ⇐⇒ vol7 = −ιVˆ ν = −ν⊤ , (D.3)
where we used ιVˆ ϕ = 0, the fact that ϕ ∧ ∗ϕ = ||ϕ||2ν = 7ν and our definition of the induced
volume form νL
def.
= ν⊤ = ιVˆ ν along the leaves of F (a definition which fixes the choice of
orientation along those leaves). Recall from [31] that the G2 structure defined by a coassociative
3-form ϕ on a seven-manifold L fixes the orientation of L as well as a compatible metric (up to
normalization of the latter). Indeed, the volume form νL of L is determined by ϕ through the
cubic relation (2.15). Changing the sign of ϕ in that relation changes the sign of νL, which is
why the 3-form φ = −ϕ of [4] leads loc. cit. to use the opposite volume form vol7 = −ν⊤ along
the leaves. Hence (D.3) agrees with our conventions if one keeps in mind that loc. cit. works
with the associative 3-form φ = −ϕ, which is opposite to the one used in this paper. Because
vol7 = −ν⊤, the Hodge operator ∗7 used in loc. cit. along the leaves of F equals minus our
longitudinal Hodge operator ∗L = ∗⊥:
∗7 = − ∗⊥ .
Reference [4] uses the decomposition F = F4 + F3 ∧ Vˆ = F4 − Vˆ ∧ F3, where:
F4 = F⊥ , F3 = −F⊤ . (D.4)
Relations (3.48) and (3.49) were also given in [4]. Using the notations of loc. cit., we find that
(3.48) and (3.49) take the form:
F
(1)
3 = −
4
7
trg(χˆ)φ , F
(1)
4 = −
4
7
trg(hˆ)ιVˆ (∗φ)
F
(7)
3 = ια2ιVˆ (∗φ) , F
(7)
4 = −α1 ∧ φ , (D.5)
where:
trg(χˆ) = − 3
14
(∂nζ − 2κ) , trg(hˆ) = − 3
14
[4κb− e−3∆∂n(e3∆ cos ζ)]
α2 = −1
2
e−3∆d⊥(e
3∆ cos ζ) , α1 =
1
2
d⊥ζ . (D.6)
Notice that [4] denotes d⊥ by d7. Substituting (D.6) into (D.5), one recovers relations (3.20)
and (3.21) of loc. cit. except for the fact that the second equation in [4, (3.20)] and the first
equation in [4, (3.21)] need an extra minus sign in front of the right hand side. We suppose
that these signs arose in loc. cit. from the same sign issue which was discussed above regarding
equation (D.2).
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Some consequences of the exterior differential relations. Taking into account the sign
issues mentioned above (which originate from the single relation (D.2)), we showed in [12] that
the following relations (the first five of which were originally given in [4]) can be obtained as
consequences of the exterior differential and codifferential relations (3.5), (3.6) and of the Qˇ-
constraints (3.2):
d(e3∆V ) = 0 ,
e−3∆d(e3∆b) = f − 4κ V ,
V ∧ d( e
6∆
1− b2 ιV Z) = 0 ,
e−6∆d(e6∆(∗Z)) = ∗F − bF + 4κ Y ,
e−12∆d(e12∆||V ||ν⊤) = 8κb Vˆ ∧ ν⊤ ,
d(e9∆Z) = 0 .
(D.7)
Some useful identities and intermediate steps. We list some identities deduced using the
package Ricci [48] from (B.1)-(B.11), which involve the components F⊤, F⊥ defined in (3.11)
and which were used extensively in this paper:
ιF⊤ϕ = 〈F⊤, ϕ〉 = 4trg(χˆ) , ιF⊥ψ = 〈F⊥, ψ〉 = −4trg(hˆ)
ιϕF⊥ = 4α1 , ιF⊤ψ = −4α2
F⊥ △3 ψ = 4ια1ϕ , F⊤ △2 ϕ = 4ια2ϕ
F⊤ △1 ψ = −4α2 ∧ ψ , F⊥ △1 ϕ = 4α1 ∧ ψ
F⊥ △2 ψ = −3α1 ∧ ϕ+ 4trg(hˆ)ψ + F (S)⊥ , F⊤ △2 ψ = 3ια2ψ + 4trg(χˆ)ϕ+ F (S)⊤
F⊤△1 ϕ = −3α2 ∧ ϕ+ 4trg(χˆ)ψ + ∗7F (S)⊤ , F⊥ △2 ϕ = 3ια1ψ + 4trg(hˆ)ϕ+ ∗7F (S)⊥
F⊤△1 ϕ = −3α1 ∧ ϕ + ∗7F (S)⊤ + 4trg(χˆ)ϕ
F
(S)
⊤ = F
(27)
⊤ −
4
7
trg(χˆ)ϕ , F
(S)
⊥ = F
(27)
⊥ −
4
7
trg(hˆ)ψ
ι(ejyF⊤)ϕ = −2ιej ια2ϕ − (2χij + gijtrg(χ))ei
ι(ejyF⊥)ϕ = −4ejyα1 , ι(ejyF⊥)ψ = 2ιej ια1ϕ− 2(hˆij + gijtrg(hˆ))ei (D.8)
(ιejF⊤)△1 ψ = −2α2 ∧ ιejψ − ej ∧ F (S)⊤ + 2ej ∧ ια2ψ − 6χijei ∧ ϕ
(ιejF⊥)△1 ϕ = −4(ejyα1)ψ + 2α1 ∧ ιejψ − 2ej ∧ ∗⊥F (S)⊥ − 2trg(hˆ)ej ∧ ϕ− ej ∧ ια1ψ − 6hˆijei ∧ ϕ .
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Equations (3.34) (which are equivalent with each other) amount to:
(∇nψ)⊤ = 1
2||V || ι(ιF⊤ψ)ψ ,
(∇nψ)⊥ = b
2||V ||
[
−(ι
F⊤
ϕ)ψ + F⊤△1 ϕ− ∗⊥ F⊤
]
+
1
2
f⊥ ∧ ϕ ,
(∇jψ)⊤ = 1
2||V ||
[
ιι(ejyF⊥)ψ
ψ − bιι(ejyF⊤)ϕψ − ||V ||ιι(ej∧f⊥)ϕψ + 4κ b ejyψ
]
, (D.9)
(∇jψ)⊥ = b
2||V ||
[
−
(
ι(ejyF⊥)ϕ
)
ψ + (ejyF⊥)△1 ϕ+ ej ∧ ∗⊥ (F⊥)
]
+
1
2||V ||
[
− (ejyF⊤)△1 ψ + (4κ− ||V ||f⊤)ej ∧ ϕ
]
.
Using the relation:
∇mϕ = ∗⊥(∇mψ)⊥ − Vˆ ∧ ∗⊥[(∇mVˆ ) ∧ ψ] ,
and the formulas given in Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 2, relations (D.9) give:
(∇nϕ)⊥ = ∗⊥(∇nψ)⊥ = 1||V || ι(α1−bα2)ψ ,
(∇nϕ)⊤ = − ∗⊥ [(∇nVˆ ) ∧ ψ] = − 2||V || ια2ϕ ,
(∇jϕ)⊤ = − ∗⊥ [(∇j Vˆ ) ∧ ψ] = 1||V ||
[
− h(0)ij + bχ(0)ij +
1
7
(
14κb− 8trg(hˆ)− 6b trg(χˆ)
)
gij
]
ιeiϕ ,
(∇jϕ)⊥ = ∗⊥(∇jψ)⊥ = 3
2
(d∆)⊥ ∧ ιejϕ−
3
2
ej ∧ ι(d∆)⊥ϕ
+
1
||V ||
[
[bh
(0)
ij − χ(0)ij +
1
7
(
b trg(hˆ)− trg(χˆ) + 7κ
)
gij
]
ιeiψ . (D.10)
The exterior differential constraints take the form:
db = ej♯ ∧ ∂jb+ n♯ ∧ ∂nb = 2||V ||
[
α1 + (κ− trg(χˆ)) Vˆ
]
= −4κV + f − 3bd∆ ,
dV = ej♯ ∧ ∇jV + n♯ ∧∇nV = 2Vˆ ∧ (α2 + bα1) = 3V ∧ (d∆)⊥ ,
dψ = ej♯ ∧ (∇jψ)⊥ + ej♯ ∧ Vˆ ∧ (∇jψ)⊤ + n♯ ∧ (∇nψ)⊥
= −6(d∆)⊥ ∧ ψ + Vˆ ∧ 1||V ||
[
(α1 − bα2) ∧ ϕ− (F (27)⊥ − b ∗⊥ F (27)⊤ )
− 4
7
(
14κb − 8trg(hˆ)− 6b trg(χˆ)
)
ψ
]
,
dϕ = Vˆ ∧ 1||V ||
[
ι(bα2−α1)ψ + (∗⊥F (27)⊥ − bF (27)⊤ )−
3
7
(
14κb − 8trg(hˆ)− 6b trg(χˆ)
)
ϕ
]
− 9
2
(d∆)⊥ ∧ ϕ− 1||V || (bF
(27)
⊥ − ∗⊥F (27)⊤ ) +
4
7||V ||
(
b trg(hˆ)− trg(χˆ) + 7κ
)
ψ ,
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while the codifferential constraints (3.6) become:
δV = −ny(∇nV )‖ − ejy(∇jV )⊥ − ejy(∇jV )‖ = 16κb − 8trg(hˆ)− 8b trg(χˆ) = 8κb+ 12||V ||(d∆)⊤ ,
δψ = −ny(∇nψ)‖ − ejy(∇jψ)⊥ − ejy(∇jψ)‖
=
2
||V || ια2ψ +
9
2
ι(d∆)⊥ψ +
1
||V || (F
(27)
⊤ − b ∗⊥ F (27)⊥ ) +
4
7||V ||
(
b trg(hˆ)− trg(χˆ) + 7κ
)
ϕ .
E The multivalued map defined by a closed nowhere-vanishing one-form
Let π : M˜ →M be the universal cover of M and ω be a closed nowhere-vanishing one-form on
M whose cohomology class we denote by f. Let F be the foliation of M defined by ω. Define a
smooth real-valued function h˜ on M˜ as follows. Fixing a base point p0 of M˜ , set:
h˜(p)
def.
=
∫
γp0,p
ω˜ , (p ∈ M˜) (E.1)
where ω˜
def.
= π∗(ω) and γp0,p is any curve on M˜ starting at p0 and ending at p. Then ω˜ = dh˜ and
the level sets L˜t
def.
= h˜−1({t}) are the leaves of the foliation F˜ of M˜ defined by the distribution
ker ω˜. Notice that F˜ coincides with the pull-back of F through π. Let φ˜ be the flow of the lift
v˜ of v to the universal covering space. Composing γp0,p from the right with an integral curve of
v˜, one easily sees from (E.1) that φ˜s maps F˜t into F˜t+s. It follows that h˜ is a fibration which
presents the universal covering space M˜ as a trivial bundle over R, i.e. as the direct product
L˜×R. Composing γp0,p from the right with the lift of a closed curve in M , one easily sees that
h˜ satisfies the following relation for all p ∈ M˜ and all α ∈ π1(M):
h˜(pα) = h˜(p) + perf(α) , (E.2)
where on the left hand side we use the right action of π1(M) on M˜ . It follows that h˜ descends to
a map h¯ : M → R/Πf. When ω is projectively rational, we have Πf = Zaf for af = inf(Πf ∩ N∗)
and the quotient R/Πf = R/Zaf is diffeomorphic with the unit circle via the map R/Zaf ∋ [t]
µf→
e
2πi
af
t ∈ S1. Thus h¯ induces a smooth map:
h
def.
= µf ◦ h¯ :M → S1
which is a fibration since h˜ is. In this case, it is also clear from the above thatM is diffeomorphic
with the mapping torus Tφaf (M). Notice that φ is the parallel transport of the Ehresmann con-
nection on the bundle h :M → S1 whose distribution of (one-dimensional) horizontal subspaces
is generated by v; in particular, φa is the holonomy of this Ehresmann connection. It is also
clear that h˜ descends to a well-defined map hˆ : Mˆf → R, where Mˆf ≃ L × R is the integration
cover of perf and that hˆ induces the map h¯ upon taking the quotient of its domain and codomain
through the action of Πf.
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